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ABSTRACT
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This thesis is an investigation of the exopolysaccharides produced by Lactococcus lactis
subsp. Cremoris JFR1 and the hyphal cell wall glucans of Candida albicans. L. lactis is an
important organism in the dairy industry for the production of fermented dairy products
and the exopolysaccharides have been shown to add textural qualities to the foods. C.
albicans is a fungal pathogen responsible for the common yeast infection and many postsurgery complications in hospitals and can grow in both the yeast and hyphae form.
Through a series of GC-MS, NMR and chemical degradation experiments three unique
polysaccharides are discovered in the L. lactis samples giving a molecular basis to the
textural qualities provided by these molecules. Additionally, several unique structural
features are discovered on the C. albicans hyphal glucan providing possible explanations for
the differing immune responses elicited by the hyphae form of the fungus.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 – General Carbohydrate Information
Carbohydrates are the most abundant organic chemical on our planet. In fact,
cellulose (plant fibre) alone beats out all others combined [1]. These macromolecules
display an impressive variety of functions ranging from an integral part of our genetic
material (deoxyribose) to the central structural feature imparting strength to the wood in
our buildings (cellulose) [1].
Carbohydrates typically exist with the molecular formula Cn(H2O)n, and it is from
this that they get their name; hydrates of carbon [2]. The most basic unit of a
carbohydrate is the monosaccharide (also referred to as sugar units and monomers
throughout this text). The most common monosaccharides are the pentoses and hexoses
containing five and six carbons respectively [3]. Monosaccharides can polymerize to
form larger macromolecules. Di- and trisaccharides contain two and three sugar units
respectively. An oligosaccharide is a carbohydrate polymer with less than ten units and a
polysaccharide is one with more. Unlike proteins and nucleic acids which can only exist
as linear chains, each monosaccharide has multiple possible sites at which linkage to the
next unit in the polymer can occur [4]. Because of this, polysaccharides can be both
linear and branched, and as the length of the polymer and its degree of branching
increase, the complexity and three-dimensional shape of the molecule become more and
more unique.
Monosaccharides can be both linear molecules and cyclic. When a
monosaccharide is linear, it will possess either an aldehyde or ketone functional group on
the molecule and is classified as an aldose or ketose respectively [2]. Glucose is an
example of an aldohexose; aldehyde functional group and six carbons. The most common
1

way to represent a linear or straight chain monosaccharide is the Fischer projection (Fig.
1, A). In this type of depiction, the vertical bonds are projecting away from the viewer
and the horizontal bonds towards. When drawn in the Fischer projection, the carbon at
the end of the backbone closest to the aldehyde or ketone moiety is classified as carbon
one (C1), and backbone carbons are numbered sequentially from there.
A

B

C

Figure 1. A) Fischer projection of D-glucose. B) Haworth projection of α-D-glucose in
the five membered (furanose) ring conformation. C) Chair conformation of α-D-glucose
in the six membered (pyranose) ring conformation.

Much more commonly, monosaccharides exist as cyclic ring structures. The ring
structure is born from the reaction of one of the distant hydroxyl oxygens with the
molecule’s own aldehyde or ketone carbonyl [2]. Depending on the locations of the two
reacting species, the resulting ring can be composed of five (furanose), or six (pyranose)
members, always with the reacting oxygen as one of them (the endocyclic oxygen). Like
the Fischer projection, the most common ways to depict cyclic carbohydrates are the
Haworth projection and the chair conformation (Fig. 1, B and C). The Haworth
projection, though useful for seeing the cyclic nature of a sugar, gives minimal structural
information about the monosaccharide. A Haworth projection is drawn based on the
Fischer projection; species on the left of the carbon backbone in the Fischer projection
are depicted projecting up above the plane of the ring in Haworth, while species on the
2

right in Fischer are shown projecting down [2]. The chair conformation is the most
structurally accurate representation of a sugar ring. It depicts the correct bond angles
between atoms, and shows which hydroxyls are axial (pointing straight up and down) and
which are equatorial (pointing towards the sides).
The process of cyclizing a sugar unit alone shows the first point of structural
variation between monosaccharides. Due to the planar nature of the aldehyde or ketone
functional group, the reacting oxygen has two directions from which it can approach.
This results in a difference in the axial or equatorial position of the new hydroxyl group
bound to the former carbonyl carbon when the ring is closed [2]. The carbonyl carbon,
always being the site of ring closure, is called the anomeric carbon. For an aldose, the
anomeric carbon is always C1, and when two ring structures differ only in the chirality of
the anomeric carbon, they are called anomers.
The difference between anomers gives rise to the alpha (α) and beta (β) anomeric
configurations of a given monosaccharide. A sugar’s preferred anomeric configuration is
that which is the most stable. For the other carbons in the sugar ring, stability is
maximized when the most bulky constituents are pointed away from the ring equatorially
which reduces steric hindrance. This is not always the case for C1. The endocyclic
oxygen atom possesses a dipole oriented away from the ring. When the anomeric
hydroxyl is positioned axially (α) and directed away from the ring oxygen, these dipoles
cancel much more so than if the anomeric hydroxyl was equatorial (β) (Fig. 2, top). Also,
when an electronegative substituent (X) on the anomeric carbon is axial, the anitbonding
orbital (σ*) of the C1-X bond can hyperconjugate with the lone pair of the endocyclic
oxygen (Fig. 2, bottom). This is known as the anomeric effect, and its confirmed
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stabilization is impossible when the C1-X bond is equatorial since there is no overlap
between the required orbitals [2, 5]. For these reasons, the alpha anomer is the preferred
conformation for many hexoses despite steric hindrance.

Hyperconjugation

Figure 2. Stabilization effects on the alpha anomeric configuration. Top, cancelling effect
between dipoles in the alpha configuration (left), while beta dipoles are additive (right).
Bottom, hyperconjugation between orbitals in the alpha configuration (left). This effect is
impossible when the electronegative substituent is equatorial (right).
In an acidic solution, a free monosaccharide is capable of interconverting between
ring forms and the straight chain. This process is called mutarotation, and from the
straight chain, the sugar monomer is capable of assuming ring structures of varying sizes
and anomeric configurations in a dynamic equilibrium [6, 7, 8]. The dominant structure at
any point in time is that which is most stable and figure 3 shows the four ring forms that
glucose can take along with the relative abundances of each. Generally, pyranose rings
are more stable than furanose due to steric hindrance, and the alpha or beta preference
varies between monosaccharides.
4

α-furanose, 0.1%

α-pyranose, 37.6%

β-furanose, 0.3%

β-pyranose, 62%

Figure 3. Mutarotation of D-glucose. The sugar exists in a dynamic equilibrium between the
straight chain form, the pyranose ring, the furanose ring, and the α and β anomers of each.
Percentages indicate the relative abundances of each at any given moment in time as
determined my molecular stability.

Another point of variation between sugar units comes from the absolute
configuration of the monosaccharides. The absolute configurations of monosaccharides
are based on the R- and S- configurations of glyceraldehyde. When the highest numbered
chiral carbon (the penultimate carbon) in a monosaccharide has the same configuration as
R-glyceraldehyde, the sugar is D. Conversely, when the highest numbered chiral carbon
shares a configuration with S-glyceraldehyde, the sugar is L [2]. Conventionally, when
drawn in the Fischer projection with C1 at the top, a D sugar has the penultimate carbon’s
hydroxyl on the right. The opposite is true for an L sugar. As seen in figure 4, the Fischer
5

projections of L and D glucose are simple mirror images of one another, but when the
molecules take the ring form, the structures vary significantly. In nature, a given type of
monosaccharide will exist almost entirely as either D or L, with D sugars being by far the
most prominent.
α-D-Glucose

α-L-Glucose

Figure 4. D and L absolute configurations of glucose. Top, in Fischer projections, the
two glucose molecules are perfect mirror images of one another. Bottom, after assuming
a pyranose ring, the molecular structures vary considerably. This structural variation
results in completely different biological properties.
Sugar monomers can also differ from one another at chiral centres other than the
anomeric or penultimate carbon. The combination of different stereocentres in a
monosaccharide is what differentiates them from one another. For example, the proper
chemical name for glucose is (2R,3S,4R,5R)-2,3,4,5,6-pentahydroxyhexanal, while
(2S,3S,4R,5R)-2,3,4,5,6-pentahydroxyhexanal is commonly called mannose. Because of
this, an aldohexose with four chiral centers can be one of sixteen unique
6

monosaccharides, eight D- and eight L- [8, 9]. When two monosaccharides differ in
chirality at only one of the stereocentres, they are called epimers. The differences in
chiral configuration result in different axial and equatorial positions of the hydroxyl
groups in the chair conformation and figure 5 shows four of the sixteen aldohexoses as
pairs of epimers and the structural differences between them. Common sugars in biology
include glucose, galactose, (the C4 epimer of glucose), and mannose (the C2 epimer of
glucose).
Glucose

Mannose

Galactose

Talose

Figure 5.Four α-D-monosaccharides in pairs of epimers as indicated by the arrows.
Mannose and galactose are the C2 and C4 epimers of glucose respectively. Talose
is the C4 epimer of mannose and the C2 epimer of galactose.
When monosaccharides join together to form a polymer, the bonds between them
are called glycosidic bonds. The glycosidic bond is formed when the hydroxyls of two
sugars undergo a condensation reaction releasing a water molecule. The bond consists of
a single oxygen atom and can be formed between any of the hydroxyls on a sugar ring,
though usually one of the two sites involved is an anomeric. With this in mind it is easy
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to see how polysaccharides can become very complex macromolecules. Between the
different types of sugars and the different sites of linkage between them, polysaccharides
can conform to extremely unique three-dimensional shapes as they increase in size and
this is what confers the huge variety of biological functions to this class of molecule [1].

1.2 – Carbohydrates in Nature
1.2.1 – Some Important polysaccharides and their roles
As previously mentioned, polysaccharides occupy a huge variety of functional
niches throughout biology. They are involved structurally both microscopically inside
individual cells and macroscopically in entire organisms. Poly- and monosaccharides also
provide energy for organisms at all levels of the food chain, and they are involved in the
way cells communicate with and recognize one another.
Structurally, cellulose is the most important polysaccharide on the planet. Over
180 billion kilograms of this polysaccharide are produced annually in nature [1]. This is
the sugar that gives strength to trees and plants in their cell walls, and humans have
utilized this strength for construction and household materials throughout history.
Cellulose is a polymer of β-1-4-linked glucose monomers. Every monomer in the chain is
oriented 180o relative to the two surrounding it (Fig. 6 A). This alternating orientation
combined with the beta anomeric configuration gives cellulose a planar shape and allows
these molecules to be packed very tightly to one another [6]. When packed tightly,
hydrogen bonds between strands strengthen the interactions between molecules and this
is what allows cellulose to create such strong cell walls in plants and algae [3, 6].
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Another important structural polysaccharide is chitin. Chitin is the major
component of crustacean shells, insect exoskeletons, and many fungal cell walls [3, 6, 1].
Chitin is structured similar to cellulose in that it is a strand of β-1-4-linked monomers,
but the monomer itself is the glucose derivative, N-acetylglucosamine
A

B

C

Figure 6. A) Cellulose is a linear polymer of β-1-4-glucose molecules with each oriented
180o relative to its neighbours. B) Chitin, like cellulose is β-1-4-linked, but its sugar unit is
N-acetylglucosamine whose additional acetyl group increases the strength of the
intermolecular hydrogen bonds. C) Starch is an α-1-4-glucose polymer. This molecule can
coil into a helix and is a principle energy source for many animals.
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(Fig. 6, B) [3, 6]. Similar to cellulose, chitin is able to pack tightly due to the planar
nature of the strands, but the addition of the N-acetyl moiety provides an additional site
of hydrogen bonding thus providing increased strength to the chitin matrix.
Energetically, starch is an important polysaccharide to humans and other
mammals. Starch is a polymer of glucose linked through α-1-4-glycosidic bonds (Fig. 6,
C). Unlike cellulose, starch coils into a helix due to the alpha anomeric linkages and
cannot pack as tight [6]. Starch is digested by α-amylases and glycosidases in the human
gastrointestinal tract which are specific to the α-1-4-glycosidic bonds. The result of this
digestion is the release of individual glucose monomers which serve as the principal
energy source for the human body [10].
Carbohydrates also play important roles in cellular processes and cell-cell surface
recognition. The glycocalyx is the matrix of carbohydrates on the surface of many cells
anchored to the membrane as glycoproteins and glycolipids [11]. These polysaccharides
play roles in cell-cell adhesion and protection of the membrane. They are involved in
fertilization when a sperm cell meets an egg and changes in the glycocalyx can alert the
immune system to the development of cancer cells [11]. Surface polysaccharides can also
be the sites at which viral or bacterial pathogens adhere to cells and initiate infection.
These same pathogens can also use their own polysaccharide matrix to mask their surface
antigens thus protecting themselves from the host immune system [12].
1.2.2 – Bacterial Cell Walls
Bacteria use carbohydrates for their own cell walls. Peptidoglycan is a rigid
matrix composed of both carbohydrates and peptides. The species involved are the sugars
N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid along with the peptides alanine,
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glutamic acid and either lysine or diaminopimelic acid (DAP) [3]. The strength of
peptidoglycan is derived from the sturdy polysaccharide chains being crosslinked to one
another using the short oligopeptides [3]. Peptidoglycan is a structure exclusive to
bacteria and represents a major pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP) to the
innate human immune system [13].
Some bacterial species produce thick layers of peptidoglycan outside of their cell
membranes, while others produce only a thin layer between their two cell membrane
layers. The peptidoglycan cell wall is what allows us to differentiate between these two
major classes of bacteria using the Gram-staining method. In Gram staining, a crystal
violet-iodine complex is formed inside of the bacterial cells, and this complex is then
extracted with alcohol. Cells with thick peptidoglycan layers are impermeable to the
alcohol and the crystal violet-iodine complex remains inside and the cell stains dark
purple. These types of bacteria are Gram positive. Conversely, when the peptidoglycan
layer surrounding a cell is thin, the alcohol can penetrate and extract the complex which
allows the cell to be counterstained a light pink color. These are Gram negative bacteria
[3].
1.2.3 – Gram Positive Cell Walls
Gram positive cell walls consist of a single lipid bilayer surrounded by a thick
layer of peptidoglycan (Fig. 7). Where a Gram negative cell wall usually consists of a
single peptidoglycan layer making up about 10% its composition, a Gram positive cell
can have upwards of 25 layers of peptidoglycan stacked upon one another making up
90% of the cell wall [3]. Gram positive cell walls usually have negatively charged acidic

11

Teichoic acid
Lipoteichoic acid

Peptidoglycan

Lipid
membrane
Figure 7. The cell wall of Gram positive bacteria. A single lipid membrane is surrounded
by a thick layer of peptidoglycan. Woven into the peptidoglycan are teichoic acids, and
spanning its entirety and anchored to the lipid bilayer are lipoteichoic acids.
components called teichoic acids protruding from the cell and integrated into the
peptidoglycan. Among other functions, the teichoic acids bind positively charged ions
such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ for transport into the cell. Some teichoic acids span the whole
peptidoglycan and covalently bind to lipids in the membrane. These are termed
lipoteichoic acids (LTA) [3, 8].
1.2.4 – Gram Negative Cell Walls
Along with the difference in thickness of peptidoglycan, Gram negative bacteria
differ in that they possess two cell membranes. The inner lipid membrane is surrounded
by the thin peptidoglycan layer which is further surrounded by the outer lipid membrane
(Fig. 8). The outer membrane is not composed solely of phospholipid like the inner. The
outer face of the outer membrane contains lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [3]. These are
polysaccharide molecules fixed to the membrane by a lipid tail. Figure 9 shows the
general structure of an LPS. All LPS consist of a lipid A tail which anchors the molecule
to the membrane. Next is the core polysaccharide which is a highly conserved structure
12

bridging the gap between the lipid A and the O-repeat. The O-repeat polysaccharide is a
long chain carbohydrate that varies greatly between species and can be used as an

LPS

Outer
membrane
Peptidoglycan
Inner
membrane
Figure 8. The cell wall of a gram negative bacteria. Two lipid membranes with a
thin layer of peptidoglycan between them. Outer membrane has lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) on its outer surface in addition to phospholipid.
O-repeat antigen

Core Polysaccharide

Lipid A

Figure 9. The general structure of a lipopolysaccharide molecule. Lipid A with the fatty
acid tails anchors the LPS to the outer membrane. The core polysaccharide is short,
highly conserved structure bridging the Lipid A to the O-repeat antigen. The O-repeat
antigen is a long chain polysaccharide with considerable variability between bacterial
species.
identification feature for different serotypes [14, 15]. Like peptidoglycan, LPS is another
structural molecule which is produced exclusively on bacterial cell surfaces. It is one of
the most readily recognized molecular patterns by the innate immune system since its
presence immediately indicates a foreign bacterial invader [13].
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1.3 – Lactococcus lactis: Physiology and Uses in the Food Industry

Lactococcus lactis is a lactic acid producing bacterium which is used extensively
in the food industry for its fermentative metabolism in the production of fermented dairy
products such as buttermilks and cheese [16]. L. lactis is a nonmotile, non-sporulating,
gram positive bacteria which is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) for human
consumption [17]. This bacterium is a contributor to healthy human gut flora and
mucosal surfaces and is found ubiquitously throughout many dairy products.

Lactococcus lactis bacteria exist in one of two primary subspecies; L lactis subsp.
lactis, and L. lactis subsp. cremoris. Evidence suggests that the natural habitat for L.
lactis subsp. lactis is green plants, but the natural source of the L lactis subsp. cremoris
remains unknown [18]. The L. lactis bacteria have adapted well for growth in milk since
they possess an efficient mechanism for the uptake and metabolism of lactose as a
primary nutrient source. The optimal growth temperature for L. lactis is 30oC, but the
bacteria can grow at temperatures as low as 10oC, again making them ideal for growth in
milk [16, 19]. These bacteria can grow in the either the presence or absence of oxygen
and they prefer a slightly acidic medium. The bacteria are spherical or slightly ovoid in
shape and can exist individually or in chains [20]. They possess no cilia or flagella and
are incapable of movement under their own power.

The bacteria’s fermentative metabolism is what gives L. lactis its primary
significance to the food industry. L. lactis is able to grow using glucose or lactose as an
energy source. In the case of lactose, the bacteria are able to first catabolize the
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disaccharide into glucose and galactose and then further catabolize each into pyruvate
and ultimately L-lactic acid [16]. This lactic acid is released into the extracellular
environment lowering the pH to as low as 4. The lower pH can precipitate some milk
proteins and alter the physical conformations of others which leads to desired tastes and
textures of food products such as yogurts and cheeses [21]. The low pH is also lethal to
other microorganisms which reduces spoilage and greatly increases shelf-life of products.

Another desirable quality of L. lactis to the dairy products is the hydrolysis of
casein. The available quantities of isoleucine, leucine, valine, histidine and methionine in
milk are only high enough to support about 2% of a final population of L. lactis [22].
These amino acids are required for growth of the bacteria and due to the low
environmental abundance, the organisms must make their own. Casein is the most
common protein found in milk and L. lactis has adapted to uptake casein and utilize it as
a nitrogen and amino acid source for its own growth [16]. Like the drop in pH, the
altering of the casein content of the extracellular protein matrix has beneficial effects on
texture and flavour of the final dairy product.

L. lactis is a Gram positive bacterium with a thick layer of peptidoglycan and no
second outer membrane. Like other Gram positive bacteria, the outer peptidoglycan layer
contains cell wall proteins along with teichoic acids and lipoteichoic acids [23]. Many
strains of L. lactis are capable of producing exopolysaccharides (EPS), but aside from
these and the peptidoglycan, not much structural information is available for other cell
wall carbohydrates.
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The exopolysaccharides produced by L. lactis differ from other cell surface
macromolecules in that they are fully released into the extracellular environment and
exist separate from the cell. They are long chain polysaccharides usually made up of
repeating units of 2-8 monomers [24]. A few examples of previously characterized EPS
repeat units can be seen in figure 10. They serve a variety of biological functions to the
bacteria including water retention, assistance in nutrient transport, and masking of surface
antigens which increases resistance to phagocytic immune cells and bacteriophages [21].
Probably the most important aspect of these molecules is their water retention. The EPS
molecules can achieve sizes of up to 3x106 Da and they have a massive capacity to
interact with water molecules through hydrogen bonding [25]. This maintains a moisture
rich environment surrounding the cells and protects them from desiccation. The water
retention capacity of these EPS molecules makes them excellent thickening agents for
food products and they are drawing increased attention from the dairy industry. If EPS
production could be controlled and optimized, they have the potential to replace
exogenous thickening agents added to certain dairy products.

L. lactis subsp. cremoris B39

β-D-Galp-(1→4)-β-D-Glcp-(1

4
→2)-α-L-Rhap-(1→2)-α-D-Galp-(1→3)-α-D-Glcp-(1→3)-α-D-Galp-(1→3)-α-L-Rhap-(1→
L. lactis subsp. cremoris H414
→4)-β-L-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1→4)-[β-D-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1→3)]-α-D-Galp-(1→

Figure 10. Two examples of exopolysaccharide structures from different L. lactis strains.
Top, EPS from L. lactis subsp. cremoris B39 [26]. Bottom, EPS from L. lactis subsp.
cremoris H414 [27].
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L. lactis has been shown to possess no pathogenic behaviour and their beneficial
effects on human gut flora have earned this species the GRAS designation [21]. Due to
this, products containing this species and/or any of its natural by-products require no
special labelling regarding the bacteria. Studies have shown that the labelling regarding
food additives and exogenous agents does make consumers more hesitant to purchase a
product [28, 29]. Optimizing these safe bacteria to ideally yield all the desired effects in
the final food product without additives would remove the need for these labels and
alleviate consumer trepidation regarding food additives.

1.4 – Candida albicans: Physiology and Pathogenicity
Candida albicans is a commensal fungus that colonizes the mucosal surfaces of
the oral and vaginal cavities, the gastrointestinal tract, and the skin surface of warm
blooded animals [30, 31]. There are no known terrestrial growth conditions for C.
albicans with the fungi’s existence within or on the surface of other organisms their only
known natural habitat [32]. In humans, approximately one third of all people are
colonized by C. albicans at any given time [33]. Even with this high rate of colonization,
incidences of invasion and infection of this fungus are very low in healthy individuals.
This suggests that the colonizing fungal cells are transiently interacting with the host
immune system which keeps their population under control. This organism is described
as an opportunistic pathogen and is able to take advantage of tissue damage or immune
system defects in individuals which increase their susceptibility to infection [34]. C.
albicans can also form biofilms on surgical equipment and medical implants and upwards
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of 20% of all nosocomial and post-surgery infections can be attributed to Candida [35,
36].
Within the fungal kingdom, most organisms grow and exist in one of two distinct
forms; hyphae or yeast. Hyphae formation is a continuous linear growth at a tip creating
an elongated tube of cells separated by septa but behaving as a single unit [34]. Hyphae
fungi are described as filamentous. In contrast, yeast-form fungi grow by the elongation
and budding off of a daughter cell from the parent resulting in two independent and
separate cells. Most fungal organisms exist as hyphae [34]. A unique quality to C.
albicans is its ability to grow as both yeast and hyphae and switch between them. For
this reason, C. albicans is considered dimorphic; although polymorphic is a more proper
description due to a less common third form of growth called pseudohyphae; similar to
yeast, but the daughter cells remain loosely attached to the parent [34].
The ability of C. albicans to switch between yeast and hyphae relies on a variety
of factors including temperature, pH, growth medium and nutrient availability [34].
Probably the most important factor in the determination of yeast or hyphae growth is cell
density. When cell density is lower, there is increased nutrient availability and increased
physical space for the hyphae to grow. When typically colonizing in a host organism, C.
albicans exists as yeast and this form is maintained by space and resource limitations plus
pressure from the host’s immune system [34]. If tissue is damaged or if the immune
system is compromised, the fungi can differentiate into hyphae and invade.
The invasion of tissues by C. albicans is a hyphae dependent process and can
proceed by one of two mechanisms; induced endocytosis or direct penetration. In induced
endocytosis, invasins on the fungal cell surface interact with host receptors and trigger
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the uptake of the fungal cells. For direct penetration, the physical force of the extending
hyphae allow these structures to penetrate directly into host tissue (Fig. 11) [31]. This
initial invasion triggers an increased response from the host immune system. For a
healthy individual, the resulting battle is fought near the epithelial surface at the site of
invasion. Symptoms of this response, including redness, swelling, itching and sometimes
discharge are commonly seen during skin, oral, or genital yeast infections. These types of
infections are usually superficial for otherwise healthy individuals and can commonly be
treated with topical anti-fungal medication [31]. For people with tissue damage or
compromised immune systems (oral piercings, cancer treatment, AIDS, diabetes), a C.
albicans infection can pose a far more serious risk [34, 37]. As seen in figure 11, if the
hyphae are allowed to grow unchecked, they can penetrate directly to the blood vessels
and seed yeast cells into the blood stream. Once in circulation, the yeast cells can spread
systemically and colonize the endothelium throughout the body. This leads to the
deposition and colonization of the fungal cells inside major organs and nervous tissue,
and if left untreated these tissues can fail [31]. Contrary to most other diseases, modern
medicine is actually increasing the incidences of C. albicans infections due to certain
disease treatments (ex. Cancer) and surgical procedures (ex. long term catheter) which
increase a person’s susceptibility to the pathogen [30, 35, 38]. Other complications of C.
albicans infection can arise from an over active immune system and damage can be
caused by events like massive neutrophil infiltration of local tissue or life-threatening
widespread sepsis due to a faulty systemic response [31]. Both systemic and superficial
fungal infections can be treated with anti-fungal agents such as Fluconazole,
Voriconazole, and echinocandins [36].
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Figure 11. Candida albicans tissue invasion. Yeast cells adhere to tissue surface,
followed by hyphae growth and invasion. Upon reaching the bloodstream, yeast cells
bud off from the hyphae and disseminate. Finally, yeast cells can colonize and invade
tissue from circulation anywhere in the host organism. Diagram from Gow et al. 2012
[32]
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The cell wall composition of Candida albicans differs between yeast and hyphae
and is composed of 80-90% carbohydrate. In yeast, surrounding the cell membrane is a
layer of chitin (only 2-3%) and β-glucan. The β-glucan is a polysaccharide of β-1-3linked glucose units with occasional branches of β-1-6-linked units. These branches vary
slightly in their length and frequency and the matrix of β-glucans combined with the
chitin provide strength to this section of the cell wall. Surrounding this matrix is a layer
of mannose rich polymers (mannans) covalently associated with glycoproteins (Fig. 12).
In hyphae cells, chitin content increases by 3-5x but the amounts of β-glucan and mannan
in the two forms are relatively similar [32].

Figure 12. Candida albicans cell wall composition. Cellular membrane is immediately
surrounded by a thin chitin layer followed by the matrix of β-1-3-glucan with short β1-6-glucan chains interspersed. The outer layer is composed mainly of the mannan
matrix with associated proteins. Diagram from Gow et al. 2012 [32].
It has been demonstrated that the human immune system can differentiate
between C. albicans hyphae and yeast cells with hyphae cells eliciting a greater response
[33]. Hyphae structures are described as having more pathogen associated molecular
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patterns (PAMPs), and the hyphae β-glucan is proposed as one of the major ones. Despite
being masked by the outer mannan layer, the hyphae β-glucan can be exposed by host
cells and enzymes and can then interact with the immune system [32]. This evidence
suggests a structural difference between the yeast and hyphae β-glucans to account for
the differential immune recognition.
Due to ineffective anti-fungal drugs and increasing drug resistance in the
organisms, a vaccine against C. albicans would be an effective defense strategy [30].
Utilizing the more immunogenic hyphae β-glucan as the vaccine target could provide
effective protection.
Carbohydrates have been used as potential C. albicans vaccines before. The
mannan structure on the outer cell wall has been isolated and shown to be able to
stimulate an immune response and offer some degree of protection alone [39]. These
same mannans have been conjugated to carrier proteins and have shown to induce
positive protection in mice against systemic candidiasis and vaginal Candida infection
[40]. Additionally, synthetic trisaccharide β-mannan structures used as glycoconjugates
have shown to offer this same immunity. These are short β-1-2-linked mannan structures
which are characteristic to the outer layer of the fungal cell wall. These carbohydrates are
surprisingly simple and relatively easy to produce [38]. In addition to the cell wall
mannan, work has been done using the β-glucan. One study isolated a poorly
immunogenic β-glucan from the brown alga Laminaria digitata. A conjugate vaccine
prototype was created and shown to induce a degree of protective immunity against C.
albicans due to similarities in the carbohydrate structure [41].
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1.5 – Immunology and Vaccinology
1.5.1 – History
The idea of immunity to diseases and infections has been more or less known by
humans since 400 BC. Throughout much of our history there are accounts of people who
have recovered from sickness being immune to further infection by that same disease. It
was in 1798, however, when the concept of trying to induce this immunity via
vaccination was first attempted by the English physician, Edward Jenner [43, 42]. Jenner
noticed that the milkmaids working with cowpox infected cows were subsequently
immune to the smallpox virus that was ravaging Europe. Jenner postulated that is was the
discharge from the cowpox pustules that was inducing this immunity in the women. In an
experiment that would have a scientist in today’s society quickly thrown in jail, Jenner
injected a sample of cowpox discharge into an eight year old boy and then later
purposefully infected the child with smallpox. The child was unaffected by the disease
and survived. Jenner’s method quickly spread through Europe and led to the eventual
complete eradication of the smallpox virus from the human population.
It was not until one hundred years later, however, when Louis Pasteur truly
recognized what was happening with this phenomenon [42]. Pasteur was studying the
deadly effects of the cholera virus on chickens. After a vacation one summer he used an
old sample of the virus on a fresh group of birds. The chickens got sick but did not die
and recovered. Further infection with fresh virus resulted in no sickness whatsoever.
Pasteur postulated that the first virus had been weakened and was unable to affect the
animals to its full extent. Additionally, the birds’ immune systems could ‘remember’ the
initial virus and immediately fight off any further attacks by the same pathogen. Pasteur
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applied this concept of attenuating a pathogen to infections such as anthrax and rabies,
and the first true vaccines were born [42].
To truly understand the underlying biological and chemical mechanisms of a
vaccine, one must have some knowledge of the human immune system. The following
section (1.5.2) provides an overview of this so that the functions of vaccines, and more
importantly, carbohydrate and glycoconjugate vaccines can be properly understood.
1.5.2 – The Human Immune Response
The human immune system can be broken into two categories; the innate and the
adaptive immune responses. The innate response is more primitive, more general in its
specificity, and quicker to respond than the adaptive system. The adaptive response,
however, though it takes longer to become initially effective, results in specific targeted
elimination of a pathogen which is more effective than the innate system and results in
the immunological memory of that pathogen for future challenges.
The innate system consists of four major components. The first are the physical
barriers to infectious organisms like the skin and inner mucosal surfaces. The skin
provides an impenetrable barrier to most pathogens on the outer surface of the body and
the mucosal surfaces possess a layer of mucus which is continuously washed away and
replaced disallowing many pathogens to get a foothold for invasion [42]. Also, mucosal
surfaces are usually home to native commensal flora which can outcompete invaders for
resources. Tissue damage to either of these physical barriers gives pathogens an
opportunity to invade. The second line of defence of the innate immune system is the
physiological conditions of our bodies. The lower pH of the gastrointestinal tract and the
sweat on the skin surface is lethal to many potential invaders. Our 37oC body temperature
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inhibits the growth of many foreign microorganisms, and circulating enzymes and
chemicals which are normal to us are toxic to numerous other species [42]. The third
components of the innate system are the phagocytic immune cells such as macrophages,
blood monocytes and neutrophils. These cells recognize broad spectrum molecular
patterns (PAMPs) that are characteristic of foreign pathogens in order to ingest and
destroy invaders. The phagocytes also attack pathogens that have been coated and
marked for destruction by antibodies [42]. The final component of the innate system is
the inflammatory response. When a pathogen is encountered by an immune cell or tissue
is damaged, chemical signals are released at the site of injury initiating this event.
Inflammation is the dilation of blood vessels at the injury site in addition to increased
permeability of the vessel walls allowing fluid, proteins and immune cells to enter the
tissue and combat the infection. These events result in the characteristic swelling, redness
and heat seen at sites of tissue damage or infection. Also, the pressure of the swelling and
certain chemicals produced by the immune cells stimulate nerves in the affected area
causing pain. Instinct causes the host to reduce the use of the inflamed site and protect it
from further damage when pain is felt. This allows the immune response to continue
unhindered [42]. The innate response is the first line of defence against invasive
organisms and can singlehandedly clear many infections. Sometimes, however, the innate
system cannot contain an infection and the adaptive system takes over.
The adaptive immune response involves antigen-presenting cells (APCs)
circulating through the bloodstream and lymphatic system binding and presenting an
antigen to a helper T-cell (TH cell) [42]. Upon proper presentation and binding, these two
cell types activate each other to increase their effectiveness. The most common APCs are
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B-cells, macrophages and dendritic cells. B-cells are of particular importance because
these are the cells which produce antibodies. Each B-cell produces a B-cell receptor
(BCR) which is a membrane bound version of an antibody. Rearrangements of the
antibody genes during the development of the B-cell lead to the production of a BCR
with a specificity to recognize a single molecular epitope. These random gene
rearrangements provide billions of combinations for antibody specificity and an equal
number of unique B-cells with specific BCRs [42]. A circulating B-cell is called a naïve
B-cell when it has not yet encountered its specific antigen. When a BCR does encounter
the epitope for which it is specific, it binds the molecule, internalizes it, degrades it, and
presents fragments of it on its cell surface in a complex called the major
histocompatibility complex class II (MCH II). It is this antigen-MHC II complex that the
TH cells recognize in order to bind the B-cell and activate it. As much as a BCR can be
specific for epitopes on all types of molecules (proteins, carbohydrates, lipids etc.), it is
generally only peptide fragments which elicit TH-cell help when presented in the MHC II
[42].
Upon binding and activation by a TH cell, the naïve B-cell will proliferate and
differentiate into plasma B-cells and memory B-cells in a process called clonal
expansion. Plasma B-cells are cells which produce and secrete antibodies at a rate of
upwards of 2000 per second [42]. These antibodies have the same epitope specificity as
the original BCR and they move through circulation seeking out any antigen to which
they can bind. When an antibody encounters its antigen, several outcomes are possible.
The binding of the antibody to its antigen can directly inactivate the pathogen thus
immediately neutralizing it. The antibody-antigen complex can recruit the complement
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system to lyse the cell membrane of an invading organism. Finally, antibody binding can
mark the antigen as a target for ingestion and destruction by phagocytes. The process of
this T-cell activation and B-cell clonal expansion takes several days to complete and this,
combined with the subsequent combat with the pathogen, is why initial infections can
take some time to be cleared [42]. This is called the primary response. The memory Bcells are what grant immunological memory to an individual and immunity to future
infections. These are B-cells with the same epitope specificity as the parent cell, a
significantly increased population, longer lifespan, and are more readily activated by TH
cells. For these reasons, the antibody production upon a second challenge by the
pathogen is both very rapid and on a massive scale which results in the immediate
elimination of the invader [42]. This is the secondary response.
The other aspect of the adaptive immune system involves the second type of Tcells called cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), or killer T-cells. Where MCH II is
expressed exclusively on APCs, MCH I is expressed on practically all nucleated cells in a
multicellular organism. When foreign antigens are produced inside a host cell such as
viral proteins or cancer markers, these are presented on the surface of that cell in complex
with MHC I [42]. The antigen must first be picked up by an APC and brought to a TH
cell. The activated TH cell will in turn activate CTLs which are specific for that same
antigen. These CTLs will proliferate and enter circulation seeking out any host cell that is
expressing these foreign antigens in their MHC I. Upon recognition, the CTL will bind
the infected host cell and induce apoptosis in order to destroy the infectious agent or
cancer.
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1.5.3 – Vaccines
Vaccination is the process by which the memory immune response is induced
without an initial challenge by the real pathogen. Since many human pathogens are
devastating and sometimes fatal during the initial infection, naturally acquiring immunity
is impossible [42]. For this reason, immunity must be induced. Both Jenner and Pasteur
worked using the idea of attenuating the pathogen. In both cases the vaccine involved a
version of the infectious agent that was incapable of inducing its usual disease state, but
was still recognized by the immune system which mounted a primary response [43]. This
primary response induced immunological memory and when the system is later
challenged by the unaltered and fully functional pathogen, it is quickly eliminated by the
secondary response with no disease. This is the basic concept of vaccination; induce a
primary response to an attenuated pathogen so that the secondary response will protect
the host organism against a natural challenge.
Though attenuated pathogens have traditionally been the most common forms of
vaccines, newer, simpler, and safer vaccines are being developed [44]. An attenuated
pathogen can be whole cell bacteria or viruses that have been killed but can still be
recognized by the host immune system. Viruses and bacteria can also be weakened but
still living when used as a vaccine. Though effective for healthy people, live
virus/bacterial vaccines can prove dangerous for individuals with weakened immune
systems. For this reason, vaccines are being developed that utilize unique molecules or
markers from the pathogens in place of the full organism.
Due to the huge array of B-cells with unique specificity, in theory, most any
molecule could be turned into a vaccine [45]. For a vaccine against a particular pathogen,
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research must be done to identify potential antigen candidates. These are molecules or
structures that are unique to the pathogen and readily accessible by the immune system.
In addition to those requirements, the potential vaccine must be able to induce
immunological memory to the chosen epitope.
1.5.4 – Carbohydrate-Based Vaccines
Carbohydrate structures have the potential to make excellent vaccine candidates.
They are found on the outer surfaces of many pathogenic bacteria, fungi and viruses thus
making them readily available to the immune system and many of these pathogenic
organisms have unique carbohydrates that are not expressed by other microorganisms or
host cells [43, 46]. In 1923 the first carbohydrate-based vaccines were thought of as a
good way to protect against some bacterial infections. Due to the availability of
antibiotics, however, the development of these vaccines was stalled [43, 12]. Since then,
as bacteria and other microorganisms become increasingly resistant to common
treatments, interest in vaccines has renewed. Currently, several carbohydrate vaccines are
available on the market including PneumoVax 23 against Pneumococci, and Menactra
against N. meningititis [45].
One major shortfall to carbohydrates as vaccines is that they usually elicit a poor
immune response when administered alone. When an antigen epitope is a repeating
structure, BCRs that bind to it can crosslink with one another [43, 12]. This BCR
crosslinking can allow the B-cell to activate itself independent of TH cells (Fig. 13, A).
This TH-independent B-cell response results in the production of the less effective IgM
antibodies (instead of the IgG antibodies produced in a TH-dependent response) and no
memory B-cells. This weak response is still capable of providing some level of protection
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against future attack in healthy adults, but in children and the elderly, this type of
response in ineffective [47].
A

PS
PS processed but not
presented in MHC II.

TH-independent activation

B-cell

BCR binds and internalizes PS
IgM production

B
Carrier protein
PS and protein processed. Protein
presented in MHC II. TH-cell activation
TH-cell
BCR binds PS and internalizes
whole glycoconjugate

Memory B-cell

Proliferation and differentiation

Plasma B-cell

IgG production

Figure 13. Immune response to polysaccharide (PS) alone (A) and to a glycoconjugate
(B).

The solution to this lack of immunogenicity is to conjugate the polysaccharide to
a carrier protein. These types of complexes are called glycoconjugates and are able to
stimulate a TH-dependent primary response to the polysaccharide antigen. As seen in
figure 13, B, the BCR specific to the carbohydrate epitope recognizes and binds the
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polysaccharide portion of the glycoconjugate. The entire glycoconjugate is internalized
and processed and fragments are presented in the MHC II. Some of the MCH II will have
fragments of the highly immunogenic carrier protein displayed and this will stimulate
activation by a TH-cell. The B-cell will undergo clonal expansion and begin producing
massive amounts of IgG antibodies specific for the polysaccharide epitope. The immune
system is now primed for a secondary response when a microorganism arrives displaying
that carbohydrate antigen on its cell surface. [12, 47]
When selecting a carrier protein for conjugation, there are certain qualities that
are required. The best carrier proteins are ones that have readily available active sites on
their surface for conjugation and can stimulate a TH-cell response. The most common
carrier proteins used are the tetanus and diphtheria toxoid [12]. Also, the diphtheria
toxoid variant, CRM197, which has been genetically modified to eliminate its toxicity is a
popular choice doe to its structural consistency. These carriers are relatively simple to
produce and possess active sites for conjugation. In many parts of the world, children are
immunized against both tetanus and diphtheria so the immune system has already seen
these proteins. This boosts the efficiency of the TH-dependent response that the carriers
elicit when conjugated to the polysaccharides of interest [12]. In addition to selecting a
carrier, the polysaccharide usually needs to be activated for successful conjugation. This
is why structural knowledge of the carbohydrate is important; to develop an efficient
conjugation scheme for that sugar. For example, a polysaccharide containing free primary
hydroxyls can have these sites oxidized to carboxylic acids which can in turn react with
amine containing peptides forming the glycoconjugate [48].
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Production of carbohydrate vaccines is not easy, however. For mass production,
large quantities of these molecules must be available. To synthesize these complex
macromolecules at a high yield provides an extremely difficult challenge. Harvesting the
polysaccharides from their natural source provides the challenge of growing massive
quantities of the organisms, isolating and purifying the sugars and achieving some degree
of consistency between batches [49]. As synthetic techniques become more advanced and
growth conditions and purification procedures become optimized, these hurdles are
slowly being overcome.
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Chapter 2: Aim and Scope of the Studies
2.1 – Research Aim: Lactococcus lactis Polysaccharides
As previously mentioned, L. lactis is a very important commercial microbe in the
food industry for the production of fermented dairy products. Exopolysaccharides are
gaining increased attention as endogenous thickening agents due to the rheological and
thickening properties these molecules bestow upon the foods. Additionally, these
molecules have been shown to provide some health benefits when consumed [50, 51, 52].
The relationship between these molecules’ structure and function is of great interest
because of these qualities as well as optimizing growth conditions for maximum
production of these macromolecules.
Our collaborating laboratory in the Food Science Department here at the
University of Guelph has provided us with two preparations of L. lactis subsp. Cremoris
JFR1 polysaccharides in order to characterize each and note any differences. One
preparation was grown solely in M17 broth, while the other was first grown in M17 then
adapted for growth in skim milk. The aim is the structural characterization of the EPS
molecules produced by this strain of L. lactis. This is the first time our lab group has
worked with this bacteria and this type of polysaccharide.
2.2 – Research Aim: Candida albicans Hyphae Glucan
It has been noted that although C. albicans yeast cells and hyphae cells both
produce β-glucans in their cell walls, there is an immunogenic difference between these
polymers. The first phase of this project was to fully characterize the C. albicans hyphae
glucan structure in collaboration with our colleagues at East Tennessee State University;
to the best of our knowledge has not previously been done.
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Taking this project one step further, we set out to develop a glycoconjugate
vaccine using the hyphae glucan, the yeast glucan, and the cell wall mannan. Unlike other
potential C. albicans glycoconjugate vaccines, this one would use the polysaccharides
harvested directly from the organism itself rather than similar glucans from other species
or synthetic oligosaccharides.

2.3 – Required Information for Complex Polysaccharide Characterization.
As indicated in chapter 1, polysaccharides are extremely complex molecules and
much information is needed in order to fully characterize a structure. The types of
monosaccharide units present in the sample must first be determined, followed by which
linkage sites on each monomer are occupied. The D or L configuration of the monomers
must be known along with the α or β anomeric configurations. Once all this information
is gathered about the monosaccharides, the polymer can be sequenced using
combinations of NMR experiments and chemical tests.
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Chapter 3 – Experimental Methods
3.1 – Microorganism Growth and Polysaccharide Isolation
3.1.1 – Lactococcus lactis Samples
Lactococcus lactis subsp. Cremoris JFR1, a highly ropy strain [53], was initially
obtained from Dr. Hassan’s collection at South Dakota State University. The bacteria
were further grown and the polysaccharides harvested by our collaborators in the Food
Science Department at the University of Guelph.
3.1.1.1 – Broth Preparation
L. lactis subsp. Cremoris JFR1, was inoculated in M17 Agar plate containing
0.5% (w/v) lactose at 30 °C for 24 hours until the bacteria grew. The cells were then
subcultured through two transfers in M17 broth (Difco, Becton Dickinson Co., Sparks,
MD, USA) containing 0.5% (w/v) lactose at 30 °C for 24 hours and 18 hours. The late
M17 broth coagulation was used as inoculums.
3.1.1.2 – Milk Preparation
The L. lactis subsp. Cremoris JFR1 strain was first subcultured through two
transfers in M17 broth at 30 °C for 24 hours and 18 hours. 0.2 mL from the prepared
microbial suspension of the last transfer was inoculated in tubes with 7 mL of 10%
reconstituted skim milk (Difco, Becton Dickinson Co., Sparks, MD, USA), and then kept
in a freezer at -20 °C without incubation until use.
To prepare the inoculum for milk fermentation, the frozen strain was incubated
for 8 h at 30 °C. Ten decimal dilutions in sterile peptone water (0.1% v/v) were prepared
from the coagulated milk, and 0.2 mL from each dilution (including undiluted sample)
was inoculated in bottles with 9 mL of sterilized reconstituted skim milk powder (10%
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w/v). The inoculated tubes were mixed well and incubated at 30 °C for 18 h. From these
series of tubes, the last dilution showing milk coagulation was used as inoculum. In this
case, the strain was incubated at 30 °C in fresh pasteurized milk, at an inoculation ratio of
3% [54].
3.1.1.3 – Polysaccharide Isolation
To the fermented bacterial cell samples, sodium azide was added as a
bacteriostatic agent to halt cell growth. To isolate the polysaccharides, first the enzyme
flavozyme was used to break up the protein matrix surrounding the cells. Dissolving the
samples in ethanol resulted in the precipitation of both the proteins and the
polysaccharides. This precipitate was then dissolved in 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA)
which served to precipitate only the protein molecules. The supernatant, which contained
the polysaccharide material was then dissolved in an ethanol-acetone mixture to further
concentrate the sample. Three days of dialysis with a 6-8 kDa cut-off ensued and the final
dialyzed polysaccharide sample was lyophilized and ready for analysis.

3.1.2 – Candida albicans
Candida albicans fungal cells were grown in Dr. Williams’ laboratory at East
Tennessee State University. It was there that our collaborators isolated the C. albicans
cell wall polysaccharides for structural characterization.
3.1.2.1 – Fungal Cell Growth
Candida albicans wild type strain SC5314 was grown on YPD at 30 oC overnight
for 18 hours. Cells were washed with water three times to remove medium. To induce
hyphae production, cells were diluted to a density of 5 x 105 cells/mL and were
inoculated into medium 199 pre-warmed to 37 oC, pH 7.5, and grown for 4 hours for
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well-developed hyphae. Fifteen (15) L of Candida albicans hyphae cells were harvested
by filtration.

3.1.2.2 –Glucan Isolation
The C. albicans yeast glucans were isolated as previously described by Lowman,
Meuller and colleagues [55, 56, 57].
The C. albicans hyphae glucans were isolated by extracting the hyphal mass at
100 oC using NaOH (0.1 N, 1x), followed by neutralization to pH 7.0. The residue was
treated with a more dilute 0.1 N H3PO4 (1x) which represents the major modification to
the former procedure. Most of the lipids still present were removed from the cell wall by
boiling the hyphae with absolute ethanol (15 min, 1x). Remaining hyphae glucan material
was washed with water and lyophilized.
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3.2 – Polysaccharide Purification
3.2.1 – L. lactis Polysaccharide Purification
For the L. lactis polysaccharide samples, polysaccharides were analyzed after
three different levels of purification. Crude samples refer to samples that were not further
purified in our lab and were analyzed in the state they arrived in from our collaborators.
Column purified samples were dissolved in water and passed through a BioGel®
P-2 size exclusion chromatography (SEC) column prior to analysis. Eighty fractions
coming off the column were collected and lyophilized for potential analysis. Fractions
analyzed were selected based on their relative retention in the column and approximate
amount of visible sample present in the fraction after freeze drying.
Acid purified samples were dissolved in 8 M (aq) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) at
105oC for 5 minutes. Following the evaporation of the acid, the samples were redissolved in water and passed through the P-2 SEC column. This method was originally
implemented to randomly hydrolyse the polysaccharides, but analysis of the highest
molecular weight fractions revealed full sized polysaccharides with extremely low levels
of impurities.
To purify and separate the components of the milk preparation sample, it was
subjected to centrifugation for 3 hours at 4000 rpm. Approximately 12 mg of the
polysaccharide sample were dissolved in 2 mL of water for this experiment. Supernatant
was pipetted off and both fractions were lyophilized.

3.2.2 – C. albicans Polysaccharide Purification
No further purification for C. albicans polysaccharides was necessary.
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3.3 – Monosaccharide Composition Analysis
To analyze the monomer composition of the polysaccharide samples, the alditol
acetate (AA) procedure for deriving the monosaccharides was used [58]. The
polysaccharide is hydrolyzed into monomers which are then reduced and acetylated for
passage through a gas chromatography column (Fig. 14). As molecules exit the GC
column they are also mass analyzed using an ion trap mass spectrometer with a 70 eV
electron ionization source. The fragmentation patterns of the molecules work with the GC
peaks to confirm the identity of each of the sugars present in the sample [7, 59]. Peak
areas from the gas chromatogram also yield the approximate relative abundances of each
monomer in the sample.

H+
Heat

NaBD4
H2O

Acetic
anhydride

Figure 14. Alditol acetate derivation scheme. Polysaccharide is acid hydrolyzed into
monosaccharides. These are locked in their straight chain form following reduction with
sodium borodeuteride. Acetic anhydride acetylates the free hydroxyls making the molecule
volatile enough for GC separation.
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For the AA procedure, a 0.5-1.0 mg sample of polysaccharide material is
dissolved in 1 mL of 4 M (aq) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). This sample is then heated at
105 oC for 4.5 hours with regular vortexing to completely hydrolyze all the glycosidic
bonds and release the individual monomers from the polysaccharide. Once hydrolysis is
complete, the sample is dried by evaporating the acid and water by application of a gentle
stream of dry air and low heat (40 oC). The dried sample is re-dissolved in 1.5 mL of
water and vortexed. A small quantity of sodium borodeuteride is added to the solution in
order to reduce the sugars and then left overnight.
When the reduction is completed, 3 drops of pure acetic acid is added and the
liquid is evaporated again using gentle air and low heat. 3 mL of a 95% methanol, 5%
acetic acid solution is added to the sample, vortexed, and evaporated. This step is
repeated for a total of 3 times in order to completely remove the remaining borate ions.
Borate forms strong complexes with polyhydroxyl compounds and severely inhibits the
upcoming acetylation of the monosaccharides [7, 58].
The dried sample is then acetylated by dissolving it in 2 mL of acetic anhydride
and heating at 105 oC for 1.5 hours. The acetic anhydride is evaporated and the now
acetylated sugars are extracted. The extraction procedure involves dissolving the fully
acetylated sugars in dichloromethane (DCM) and passing this solution through a small
column packed with sodium sulphate. Impurities will be filtered out in the column and
the DCM that passes through should contain exclusively the fully derived sugar material.
The DCM is gently evaporated and the remaining polysaccharide sample is now ready for
GC-MS analysis.
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The alditol acetate derivatives are analyzed by GC using a Varian 3400 gas
chromatograph equipped with a 30-m DB-17 capillary column [210 °C (30 min), then
240 °C at 2 °C/min], and by GC–MS in the electron-impact mode on a ThermoFinnigan
PolarisQ instrument.

-AcOH
m/z 60

m/z 217

-CH2CO
m/z 42

m/z 157

m/z 115

Figure 15. Secondary reactions can lead to the elimination of acetic acid (m/z 60)
and ketene (m/z 42).These reactions alter the mass of the detected ion accordingly.
To determine the identity of each monosaccharide, first the GC peak retention
times are compared to standards. Once the monosaccharides are tentatively assigned, the
MS fragmentation pattern of each peak is checked to confirm these identities. The
electron ionization source of the mass spectrometer will ionize the molecule by breaking
the carbon chain backbone and leaving one of the two resulting molecules as a singly
charged positive ion which is detected by the mass analyzer [1]. These are primary
fragment ions. The primary ions can also undergo secondary reactions where molecules
such as acetic acid and ketene are released by the acetate groups. Since the charge
remains larger ion, the release of these secondary molecules decreases the mass by
predictable amounts and yields the secondary fragment ions (Fig. 15). Each alditol
acetate molecule has characteristic fragmentation and when each of the major peaks from
the mass spectrum can be assigned as a primary or secondary ion, the identity of the
original molecule is confirmed.
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3.4 – Monosaccharide Linkage Analysis

The monosaccharide linkage analysis allows determination of which of the
multiple sites on each monomer are occupied by other species (sugar or non-sugar), and
the relative abundances of these linked units.
The analysis of the linkage sites on the monosaccharides is very similar to the
composition analysis but with a critical addition. Prior to hydrolysing the polysaccharide
chain in order to reduce and acetylate the monomers, the polysaccharide is
permethylated. Permethylating the polysaccharide methylates all of the free hydroxyl
groups on the molecule [1]. A free hydroxyl group is any hydroxyl that is not involved in
linkage; be that linkage a glycosidic bond between monomers, or the linkage closing the
ring form of the monosaccharide. Following hydrolysis and reduction, the permethylated
polysaccharide will only possess hydroxyl groups on sites that where originally involved
in a linkage and, therefore, it is only these sites that will become acetylated upon
exposure to the acetic anhydride (Fig. 16). The final molecule that gets analyzed by the
GC-MS will have combination of acetate groups at sites involved in linkage, and methyl
groups at sites that were not [1, 60].
For the PMAA procedure, a polysaccharide sample (>0.5 mg) is dissolved in 2.5
mL of dry dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in a 5 mL vial, and this solution is left stirring
overnight. Into this solution, a small scoop of sodium hydroxide is added and stirred for 5
minutes. To this mixture 2.2 mL of methyl iodide is added and stirred for 3 hours to
permethylate the polysaccharide.
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1. NaOH
2. MeI
1. Hydroylsis
2. Reduction
3. Acetylation

Figure 16. Partially methylated alditol acetate derivation scheme. Free hydroxyls are
methylated by sequential addition of NaOH and methyl iodide. Following methylation,
polysaccharide is hydrolyzed, reduced, and acetylated for GC analysis.

When the solution is finished stirring, the permethylated polysaccharide is
extracted. All the liquid from the vial is transferred to a clean centrifuge tube taking care
not to bring any of the excess solid sodium hydroxide. To the original 5 mL vial, 1.5 mL
of DCM is added and briefly mixed. Once the precipitate settles, the liquid is transferred
to the same centrifuge tube, again taking care to leave the sodium hydroxide. This DCM
transfer is repeated so that approximately 3 mL total has been added to the centrifuge
tube. The centrifuge tube is then filled with water, capped and shaken to mix the contents.
The contents then form two layers; the bottom DCM layer containing the permethylated
sugar material and the top aqueous layer containing the residual methyl iodide and
sodium hydroxide. This partitioned mixture is then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10
minutes to further separate the layers. The aqueous layer is pipetted off, discarded and
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replaced with new water. The tube is centrifuged again and this washing process is
repeated a total of 3 times. After the third centrifugation, the bottom DCM layer is
removed to a new clean vial and the liquid is evaporated. This vial now contains the dried
sample of permethylated polysaccharide. From this stage, the AA procedure is followed
exactly as described in the previous section to hydrolyse, reduce and acetylate the
polysaccharide in order to be analyzed by GC-MS.
The permethylated alditol acetate derivatives are characterized by GC-MS in the
electron-impact mode (DB-17 column, isothermal at 190 °C for 100 min) using our
ThermoFinnigan PolarisQ instrument [61].

-CH2O
m/z 30

-MeOH
m/z 32

m/z 131
m/z 161
m/z 129
Figure 17. Secondary reactions can lead to the elimination of formaldehyde (m/z 30, left)
and methanol (m/z 32, right).These reactions can occur in addition to those shown in
Figure 15 and alter the mass of the detected ion accordingly.

Like the composition analysis, peaks from the gas chromatogram are assigned a
tentative identity based on standards and these identities are confirmed with MS analysis.
Due to the fact that each partially methylated alditol acetate contains both methoxyl and
acetoxyl groups, and in varying positions, the primary ions differ from molecule to
molecule much more so than the AA ions. The additions of the methyl groups also make
the secondary fragmentation more complex. Along with the acetic acid and ketene
molecules that can be released by the acetyl groups, the methyl groups can release
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methanol and formaldehyde (Fig. 17). These additional secondary reactions add more
possibilities to the array of potential ions produced by the PMAAs. During ionization,
cleavage of the carbon backbone of the molecule is greatly favoured around the methoxyl
constituents as opposed to the acetoxyls [1].

3.5 – Absolute Configuration Determination
Due to the structural variation between D and L enantiomers of sugars (Fig. 4),
the absolute configuration of each type of monosaccharide must be determined for the
complete structural characterization of a complex carbohydrate [62, 63].
Since typical GC columns cannot distinguish between an individual
monosaccharide’s mirror images, we need to accentuate its conformation by introducing
a second chiral center to the monomer. This is done by adding either R-2-butanol or S-2butanol to the C1 of each sugar unit. The newly formed diastereomers can then be
separated and compared to standards to determine the absolute configuration of the sugar
monomer alone.
To create these chiral glycosides, two reactions must be carried out in tandem for
any given sample; one using R-2-butanol and the other using S-2-butanol. Approximately
0.5 mg of polysaccharide material is dissolved in 1.5 mL of 2 M (aq) TFA and left to
hydrolyze for 2 hours at 120oC with regular vortexing. The TFA is evaporated and the
mixture of monosaccharides is then dissolved in 0.2 mL of either R- or S-2-butanol. To
each reaction, 0.25 mL of pure TFA is added as a catalyst and the reaction is heated at
100oC for 6 hours. Once finished reacting, the sample is allowed to cool and the liquids
are evaporated with gentle air and low heat. The monosaccharide units are then acetylated
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using 0.3 mL of a 1:1 volume pyridine:acetic anhydride mixture and heated at 100oC for
1 hour. The liquid is evaporated and the derived monosaccharides are extracted using
DCM and a sodium sulphate column as described in the section 3.3. Upon GC and GCMS analysis, the chiral glycosides are compared to standards and the initial D or L
configuration of each sugar unit can be determined.

3.6 – Smith Degradation
The Smith degradation is an experiment which serves to selectively modify and
degrade sugar units which contain a specific structural feature; vicinal diols. Any unit
with these free hydroxyls on adjacent carbons will have the hydroxyls oxidized to
aldehyde groups and the bond between the carbons broken. This process breaks the ring
structure of these units and severely reduces their stability. Mild acid hydrolysis can now
hydrolyze these unstable oxidized units while leaving the glycosidic bonds between
unbroken ring structures intact (Fig. 18) [64].
For the Smith degradation, polysaccharide (10 mg) is dissolved in a 5 mL solution
of 0.1 M (aq) sodium acetate, 0.04 M (aq) NaIO4, adjusted to pH 4 with glacial acetic
acid and left to oxidize at 4 °C in the dark for 3 days. It is necessary to keep the reaction
in the dark because periodate can generate free radicals when exposed to light, and these
radicals can over-degrade the sample. After 3 days, the addition of approximately 200 µL
of the simple vicinal diol containing molecule, ethylene glycol, destroys the remaining
periodate and terminates the reaction. The sample is then dialyzed against continuous
deionized water (cut-off 1000 Da) to remove all the chemical reagents and lyophilized.
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The oxidized polysaccharides are dissolved in water and treated with an excess of NaBH 4
at room temperature for several days to ensure complete reduction of the newly formed
aldehyde groups. Remaining borohydride is destroyed with pure acetic acid and removed
by co-evaporation with methanol in a similar manner to the AA and PMAA procedures
previously described. The oxidized-reduced polysaccharide is then hydrolyzed by
dissolving in 4 mL of 1 M (aq) TFA and heating at 45 °C for 1 hour. This acid treatment
is weak enough to only hydrolyze the compromised ring structures and surrounding
glycosidic bonds. The Smith degradation product can now be dialyzed a second time
against continuous water or separated using an SEC column before freeze drying. The
lyophilized products are now ready for analysis.

IO4-

+

H+

NaBH4
H2O
Figure 18. Reaction scheme for the Smith degradation.
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3.7 – Acetolysis
Acetolysis is an experimental reaction in which mild conditions are created which
allows the preferential cleaving of 1-6-glycosidic bonds while leaving others intact (Fig.
19) [65, 66, 67]. The complete mechanism is described by Rosenfeld and Ballou [67].
This technique has historically been favoured for samples containing 6-linked mannose
units and can be used to determine how they relate to the macromolecular structure of the
polysaccharide [68].
For the acetolysis reaction, a 20:20:1 mixture of acetic acid, acetic anhydride, and
concentrated sulphuric acid, respectively, is created. For an approximately 15 mg sample
of polysaccharide, the amounts of each reagent were 1 mL, 1mL, and 0.05 mL. First the
sample is dissolved in the 1 mL of acetic acid in a 5 mL conical vial. Next the 1 mL of
acetic anhydride is added and mixed briefly before dissolving for 2 hours at 4 oC. Finally,
the 0.05 mL of sulphuric acid is added and the reaction is set stirring at room temperature
for 3 days. When the reaction is finished, major products alone can be analyzed after a
2000 Da cut-off dialysis which will remove reagents and small polysaccharide fragments.
If all acetolysis products need to be analyzed, the products can be separated by an SEC
column. The dialysis method was selected for this research to only analyze the major
products left after the acetolysis reaction. When dialysis or chromatography is complete,
the sample is lyophilized and ready for GC-MS and NMR analysis.
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Figure 19. Acetolysis reaction mechanism.
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3.8 – Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Analysis
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis of carbohydrates is a very powerful
and non-destructive tool for use in structural determination [69]. 1-Dimensional (1-D)
experiments can offer quick insight into the presence or absence of carbohydrate
material, presence of certain non-sugar moieties, chemical modifications to the
polysaccharides, and alpha or beta anomeric configurations.
For a more comprehensive picture of the structure of a complex carbohydrate, 2dimensional (2-D) NMR spectroscopy can be implemented [69, 70]. An array of homoand heteronuclear 2-D experiments including: correlated spectroscopy (COSY),
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectroscopy, total correlated
spectroscopy (TOCSY), heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) spectroscopy,
and nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) can all be used to help resolve the
chemical structure of a polysaccharide [70].
For the purposes of this research, different NMR instruments at the University of
Guelph were used for different experiments. 1-Dimensional proton, carbon and
phosphorus experiments were performed on a Bruker AMX 400 MHz spectrometer
utilizing Topspin 2.1 software. All 2-dimensional experiments were performed on a
Bruker AMX 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. All experiments were
performed at 295 K and recorded data was analyzed using the same Topspin 2.1 software.
Prior to use of the instruments, samples were exchanged thrice with deuterium oxide
(99.9% D2O, Sigma Aldrich) in order to deuterate all free hydroxyl groups thus
eliminating these signals from the resulting spectra [69]. The exchange is performed by
dissolving the polysaccharide sample (usually 1-3 mg) in a few drops of D2O and freeze
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drying. Once fully exchanged, the sample is dissolved in 590 µL of D2O and ready for
analysis. Trimethylsilyl-tetradeutero sodium propionate (TSP) was used as an external
standard for both proton and carbon experiments.
3.8.1 – 1-Dimensional Experiments
1-Dimensional proton (1H) experiments can be used as confirmation tools to
quickly test for the presence of carbohydrates in a sample due to characteristic chemical
shifts of the hydrogen atoms in the structures [69, 71]. Since the hydroxyl protons have
been eliminated from the machine’s view, only the protons directly bound to each carbon
atom of the sugar units are detected. The chemical shifts of the five ring protons (H2-H6)
are found in the region ranging from 3.0 – 4.2 ppm, and the anomeric protons (H1) are
found between 4.3 – 5.9 ppm [70]. The two oxygen atoms bound to the anomeric carbon
provide increased deshielding to that carbon and corresponding proton resulting in the
downfield shift of those resonances. Other characteristic proton chemical shifts include
deoxy protons around 1.6-1.9 ppm and acetyl protons around 2.0-2.2 ppm. When
multiple sugar units are present in a sample, however, overlap of the peaks, especially in
the ring region, makes it impossible to assign chemical shifts to specific protons.
Due to the low abundance of the magnetically active

13

C isotope, 1-D carbon

experiments require a longer acquisition time and/or a more concentrated sample [69].
Typical carbon resonances for carbohydrates include anomeric carbons at 90 – 110 ppm,
ring carbons at 60 – 87 ppm, carbonyl carbons at 170 – 180 ppm, and methyl carbons at
16 – 18 ppm [70].
Another useful 1-D NMR experiment is phosphorous (31P). Many biological
macromolecules contain phosphates or other phosphorous groups and a 31P experiment is
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a simple way to detect and identify them [72]. Typical phosphorus chemical shifts
observed in our research group include the phosphate group at 0 ppm, and the
phosphoramidate at 8 ppm.
3.8.2 – 2-Dimensional COSY
The 2-dimensional experiment, COSY, is a homonuclear experiment and
powerful tool for assigning the proton resonances for all the protons in a ring system [69].
This experiment generates crosspeaks between protons two or three bonds apart in a
through-bond manner as shown in figure 20. Using this technique, all the proton
resonances in a ring system can be assigned by moving in a stepwise manner from
crosspeak to crosspeak beginning at a recognizable starting location such as the anomeric
proton. While it is theoretically possible to assign all the ring proton resonances by this
method, in practice, complex samples can create congestion in the ring region much like
the 1-D proton experiment and complete assignment becomes impossible.

COSY
coupling

Figure 20. 1H – 1H COSY experiments generate crosspeaks between protons bound
to neighbouring carbons. Dashed line indicated the through-bond coupling between
H3 and H4 in this a-glucose. Hydroxyls removed for clarity.
3.8.3 – 2-Dimensional HSQC
The 2-dimensional experiment,

13

C HSQC, is a heteronuclear technique that

allows assignment of carbon resonances once the proton shifts are assigned. This
technique is a through-bond experiment that generates crosspeaks between a proton and
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the carbon directly bound to it as seen in figure 21. Carbon assignments can be made
from known proton assignments found in COSY analysis. HSQC is also a very clear way
to see the number of sugar units present in a sample due to the unique resonances of the
anomeric carbons and protons. This anomeric region will be separate from the ring region
and only show a few clear crosspeaks; one for each distinct sugar unit.

HSQC
coupling

Figure 21. 13C HSQC experiments generate crosspeaks between a proton and the
carbon directly bound to it. Dashed lined indicate the heteronuclear through-bond
coupling between these atoms. Hydroxyls removed for clarity.

3.8.4 – 2-Dimensional HMBC
The 2-dimensional experiment, HMBC, is a useful technique for determining the
connectivity between monosaccharides. This technique is a heteronuclear through-bond
experiment, but unlike HSQC, the HMBC can generate crosspeaks through more than 1
bond. Specifically, this technique is useful because it can generate a crosspeak across the
glycosidic bond between a carbon on one sugar and a proton on the next (Fig. 22). If
enough proton and carbon assignments are made, HMBC data combined with linkage
analysis can sequence a polysaccharide. The downfall of the HMBC experiment is that it
produces a very weak signal and for ideal results samples must be very concentrated, or
acquisition times on the instrument need to be very large.
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HMBC
coupling

Figure 22. 13 C HMBC experiments generate crosspeaks between protons and carbons
separated by up to three bonds. Dashed line indicates the coupling between C1 of the
β-glucose, through the glycosidic bond to H4 of the α-glucose. Hydroxyls removed for
clarity

3.8.5 – 2-Dimensional NOESY
The 2-dimensional 1H – 1H NOESY, is a homonuclear through-space experiment
that generates crosspeaks between atoms that are spatially close to one another (2-5 Å).
NOE experiments can be used to see crosspeaks between protons of adjacent sugars if
positioned correctly as seen in figure 23, which can help determine sequence. NOESY
experiments can also differentiate between alpha and beta anomers depending whether a
given H1 forms a crosspeak with its own H2 (α), or its own H5 (β).

NOE coupling

Figure 23. NOESY experiments generate crosspeaks between protons that are spatially
close (<5 Å). Dashed line indicates the through-space coupling between protons on two
adjacent glucose molecules. Hydroxyls removed for clarity.
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3.9 – Glycoconjugate Synthesis
Based on the proposed structure of the polysaccharide of interest (Chapter 5), the
conjugation method chosen was TEMPO oxidation of the polysaccharide followed by
EDC coupling to the carrier protein CRM197. This is a two stage process because an
unaltered polysaccharide is incapable of binding to the protein and active sites must first
be created on the sugars for the conjugation to be possible. The TEMPO oxidation
oxidizes primary alcohols to carboxylic acids, and these newly formed carboxylic acids
are then capable of reacting with the amine containing peptides on the carrier protein
forming the bond between the two macromolecules (Fig. 24) [48]. The most common
primary alcohol on carbohydrates is the free hydroxyl group on carbon 6.

3.9.1 – TEMPO Oxidation
The TEMPO oxidation is actually a hypochlorite oxidation mediated by a 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPO) catalyst. For this reaction, first a buffer of 1 M
(aq) sodium acetate, 0.0868 M (aq) sodium bromide, and 4.35 mM (aq) TEMPO must be
made. For a 15 mg sample of polysaccharide, 5.8 mL of this buffer is used. Other
amounts of polysaccharide would have the volume of buffer adjusted accordingly. The
sugar is dissolved in the buffer and 1.48 mL of 4% sodium hypochlorite is added. Like
the buffer volume, this volume is specific to a 15 mg polysaccharide sample. This
reaction is set stirring at 0 oC for 24 hours.
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ClO-

TEMPO

+

EDC

Figure 24. Glycoconjugate synthesis scheme. Active sites are created by the TEMPO
oxidation of primary hydroxyls to carboxylic acids. EDC then facilitates the
conjugation of these carboxylic acids to amine containing peptides in the carrier
protein. Even in the full TEMPO oxidation, not all primary hydroxyls are oxidized;
even less in the partial oxidation.
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After the 24 hour reaction is over, approximately 0.5 mL of ethanol is added to
quench the remaining reagents and the whole mixture is dialyzed against continuous
water (1000 Da cut-off) for 24 hours to remove all the chemical reagents leaving only the
fully oxidized polysaccharide. The sample is frozen, lyophilized, and ready for protein
coupling.
The described method above lists quantities of reagents for a fully oxidized
polysaccharide (oxidizing most, but not all, of the primary alcohols). Another method of
oxidation is the partial TEMPO oxidation. This reaction uses a very restricted amount of
hypochlorite to create a very small number of active sites on the carbohydrates. For the
partial TEMPO oxidation of a 15 mg polysaccharide, only 94 µL of 4% NaClO solution
is used. Other reagent quantities remain as described.

3.9.2 – Protein Conjugation
Once the polysaccharide has been oxidized and the active sites are ready for
conjugation, coupling the sugar to the carrier protein can proceed with. The protein
conjugation is a reaction in which 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
(EDC) deprotonates the carboxylic acid before forming an ester with the active site. This
ester then reacts with the amine side chain of certain amino acids (arginine, asparagine,
lysine and glutamine) forming the protein-carbohydrate conjugate.
For the protein conjugation procedure, the following quantities are adjusted for a
polysaccharide sample of 10 mg. Different masses of polysaccharide would have all other
reagent quantities adjusted accordingly.
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The polysaccharide sample is dissolved in 5 mL of MES buffer (pH 5.5). To this
solution, 100 µL of EDC is added. The pH of the solution is readjusted to 5.5 by the
addition of 110 µL 5 M (aq) HCl. Five (5) mg of the CRM197 protein is dissolved in a
separate 5 mL aliquot of MES buffer and this solution is combined with the first yielding
a final mixture of 10 mg polysaccharide, 5 mg CRM197, 10 mL MES buffer, 0.1 mL EDC
and 0.11 mL 5 M (aq) HCl. This reaction is set stirring for 3 days; the first at room
temperature and the second two at 37 oC.
Once the 3 day reaction is complete, the solution is dialyzed against continuous
water (cut-off 25000 Da) for 24 hours. This dialysis removes remaining reagents and any
small uncoupled polysaccharides. When dialysis is complete, the sample is lyophilized.
The conjugates are then treated with water and NaBH4 overnight to reduce any aldehyde
moieties that may have arisen during the oxidation. This is followed by 24 hours of
dialysis (cut-off 1000Da) and lyophilization to finish the conjugates.

3.9.3 – Confirmation of Conjugation
Once the glycoconjugates have been created, the success of the reaction needs to
be tested. To do this, the glycoconjugates are run on a sodium dodecyl sulphate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) assay. This method will allow changes
in the molecular mass of the protein complex to be seen indicating the addition of the
polysaccharide [73].
The gel is set up as a 10% polyacrylamide solution and the choice of stain is
Coomassie brilliant blue R250. This stain will color only the protein components and
leave any unconjugated polysaccharide invisible. Several lanes in the gel are used
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including a molecular mass ladder, unconjugated protein as a standard, and the
glycoconjugates. Visualizing a band in the glycoconjugate lane of a higher molecular
mass than the protein indicates the successful conjugation. The band in the
glycoconjugate lane can also give an idea of the molecular mass of the polysaccharide
since the protein is a known value (CRM197 is approximately 55 kDa). Since the protein
has a set molecular mass and it is the only component being stained, the presence of a
stained band in the glycoconjugate lane anywhere aside from the 55 kDa mark indicates
that something is bound to the protein.
Another method to confirm the success of a conjugation reaction is to check the
molecular weight of the conjugates using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. MALDI-TOF
is matrix assisted laser desorption ionization - time of flight and this technique is good for
ionizing and detecting large biomolecules. MALDI is a soft ionization that will not break
up the polysaccharides or peptides. Like the gel staining, any detected peak of molecular
mass greater than the CRM197 protein alone will indicate successful conjugation. For
MALDI-TOF MS, The samples are submitted to the mass spectrometry facility at the
University of Guelph.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion; Lactococcus lactis Polysaccharides
4.1 – Initial Polysaccharide Analysis
When the crude polysaccharide material of both the broth and milk
preparations were received, the first stage of the characterization was a preliminary
composition analysis.
To determine the monosaccharide composition of the main repeating unit of a
polysaccharide, it is necessary to hydrolyse the polysaccharide chain into individual
monomers and analyze these with GC-MS. The gas chromatography will separate the
mixture of monosaccharides into characteristic peaks which can be identified by
comparison to standards and the MS fragmentation patterns of the species.
An unaltered monosaccharide, however, cannot be used for GC-MS analysis.
The strong hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups on the sugar units makes them
extremely non-volatile and impossible to enter the gas phase and be separated for
analysis [59]. For this reason the molecules are derived using the alditol acetate (AA)
method. The purpose of the AA procedure is to reduce the monosaccharides to their
alditol forms and replace all the hydroxyl groups present on each monosaccharide with
more bulky acetate constituents, thus increasing their volatility (Fig. 14) [7, 59].
Reduction to the alditol form eliminates the molecule’s ability to switch between the
straight chain and various ring forms (pyranose and furanose) and each monosaccharide
becomes locked in its linear conformation [7]. Failure to reduce the sugar monomers to
alditols would result in each monosaccharide existing in a dynamic equilibrium between
the chain and rings, and the GC profile would proportionally reflect each of these forms
[59]. The replacement of the hydroxyls with the acetate constituents decreases the
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polarity and effectiveness of hydrogen bonding of the monosaccharides and dramatically
increases their volatility allowing them passage through the GC [7, 59]. Borodeuteride is
used as the reducing agent to mark C1 on the molecules with the deuterium isotope and
differentiate the two eneds of the alditol acetate molecules.
The monosaccharides present in the two preparations were very similar but
the relative abundances of each were very different (Fig. 25). Table 1 describes the
retention times of these species along with the major mass spectrometric peaks which
confirm the identities of the sugars.
Table 1. Retention times and major mass spectrometric peaks for identifying
monosaccharides during composition analysis. Mannose, glucose and galactose have
similar MS fragmentation since they are all hexose epimers of one another
Sugar
Rhamnose
Mannose
Glucose
Galactose

Retention Time (min)
26.1
36.4
36.8
37.3

Major MS Peaks (m/z)
87, 171, 231, 303
217,218, 289,290, 361,362
217,218, 289,290, 361,362
217,218, 289,290, 361,362

This is the first stage of the project where something interesting was noticed
about these samples. No other L. lactis EPS structure that found in the literature has a
mannose component. The broth preparation in particular has a massive mannose peak,
and although the mannose in the milk preparation is smaller, it is still a major component
in the sample. These findings suggest immediately that there are likely multiple
polysaccharides present in the samples; the exopolysaccharide and a mannose containing
polymer.
The linkage analyses of the crude material revealed a particularly complex
mixture of species with poor baseline separation. Figure 26 shows the GC spectra of
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Figure 25. Monosaccharide composition analyses for the crude material of the L. lactis
broth preparation (top) containing primarily mannose, glucose, and galactose, and milk
preparation (bottom) containing mainly glucose and galactose with lesser amounts of
rhamnose and mannose.
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Figure 26. Linkage analyses for the crude material of the L. lactis broth preparation (top)
and milk preparation (bottom). Many of the same units are present in both samples but of
varying abundance. Unlabelled peaks are species that could not be identified as common
sugars.
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Gal-(1-

-AcOH

-AcOH

-MeOH

-2,6)-Man-(1-

-AcOH
-AcOH

Figure 27. Mass spectrometric fragmentation patterns of terminal galactose (top) and 2,6linked mannose (bottom). In each case, primary ions form by breakage of the backbone
around the methyl groups. Further fragmentation occurs and forms the secondary ions as
indicated.
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the broth and milk crude material. To confirm the identities of these species, the mass
spectra were analyzed and figure 27 shows the MS fragmentation patterns for terminal
galactose [ gal-(1- ], and 2,6-linked mannose [ -2,6)-man-(1- ]. The other linkage units
were confirmed in the same fashion and table 2 shows the retention times and major MS
peaks for each. Like the presence of the mannose in the composition analysis, the
existence of 7 major linkage units suggests multiple polysaccharides in the sample. The
poor baseline separation made gathering abundance data from peak areas unreliable for
the crude material and suggests a substantial presence of non-sugar impurities.

Table 2. Retention times and major mass spectrometric peaks for identifying linkage
units during linkage analysis.
Linkage unit
Man-(1Gal-(1-2)-Man-(1-4)-Glc-(1-6)-Hex-(1-3)-Gal-(1-2,6)-Man-(1-

Retention Time (min)
36.6
37.6
40.1
41.2
41.4
42.1
47.0

Major MS Peaks (m/z)
102, 145, 161, 162, 205
102, 145, 161, 162, 205
130, 161, 190
118, 173, 233
118, 162, 189, 233
118, 161, 234
129, 130, 189, 190

NMR analysis on the crude material for each preparation again suggests
major contamination based on the presence of the many peaks in the upfield region of 0.8
– 2.8 ppm which are not characteristic to carbohydrate structures (Fig. 28).
It was during the deuterium exchange and sample preparation for NMR
analysis where it was noticed that there was a major difference in solubility between the
two polysaccharide samples. While neither sample would completely dissolve in water,
the milk preparation sample had particularly poor solubility. For this reason, I initially
focused on the broth preparation sample for analysis.
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Impurity peaks
α

Ring protons

Figure 28. 1H Proton NMR of the two crude samples; broth (top) and milk (bottom).
These samples lacks any α- anomeric signals, have poorly defined ring protons and the
peaks in the upfield region of 0.8 - 2.8 ppm indicate impurities from non-carbohydrate
sources.
4.2 – The Broth Preparation and Mannan Structure
4.2.1 – Purification
To purify the crude polysaccharide sample it was ran through the BioGel P-2
SEC column. The first few fractions to come off the column containing the highest
molecular weight material, and therefore the full sized polysaccharides, were recombined
for analysis. The linkage analysis still had poor baseline separation and contained several
contaminant peaks which masked some of the major sugar units. NMR analysis of this
column purified sample (Fig. 29) showed three peaks in the alpha anomeric region and
decreased impurities but yielded poor results when 2-D NMR experiments were
attempted.
To further purify the broth polysaccharide sample, I treated it with 8 M TFA
for a brief time as described in section 3.2. Only the first two fractions that came off the
SEC column were combined due to containing the full length polysaccharides as
determined by NMR of the first seven (Fig. 30). This acid purified sample was pure
enough for a solid linkage analysis and 2-dimentional NMR experiments.
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Figure 29. 1H Proton NMR of the column purified broth preparation. The anomeric
peaks and ring region are more defined and the upfield impurity peaks are reduced
compared to the crude material (Fig. 28).

Figure 30. 1H Proton NMR spectra of fractions 14 through 20 that came off the SEC
column after acid purification. Only fractions 14 and 15 have the anomeric signals and
defined ring region characteristic of the polysaccharides and these two were recombined
for further analysis.
Linkage analysis of the acid purified sample (Fig. 31) showed better baseline
separation of the peaks compared to the crude making it possible to get an idea about the
relative abundances of the units from the areas. This information is displayed in figure 31
with terminal mannose arbitrarily set to 1. It is important to notice here that the three
major mannose peaks have the same approximate abundance relative to each other in all
the linkage analyses including the milk preparation. This suggests that these are the units
present in the mannose polymer.
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Figure 31. Linkage analysis of the acid purified broth preparation. Better separation of the
peaks and reduction of impurities allowed relative abundance data to be gathered from
peak areas as indicated by the numbers below each label.
Mannan polysaccharides have previously been reported before as being
present in various L. lactis exopolysaccharide isolates [74]. One explanation for this is
that the mannan is a remnant of yeast extracts from the M17 growth medium. Due to the
high abundance of mannose in the broth preparation combined with the sample’s high
solubility, I was able to fully characterize this mannan during the pursuit of the L. lactis
EPS structure.
Linkage data indicates that the repeat unit of the mannan is made of three
main types of linked units. These are terminal mannose, 2-linked mannose, and the 2,6linked branched mannose. Abundance data shows close relationship between the terminal
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and branched unit which makes sense since any branch off the main backbone is usually
capped by a terminal unit. The 2-linked mannose is at a higher abundance indicating that
there are more than one of them present in the repeat. The other carbohydrate units
present in the sample are terminal galactose, 4-linked glucose, 3-linked galactose, and a
6-linked hexose (either glucose or mannose).

4.2.2 – NMR analysis
The next step in the characterization of the polysaccharides in the broth
preparation was NMR analysis of the most pure sample. 1-Dimensional proton NMR
analysis of the acid purified sample (Fig. 32) showed five peaks in the anomeric region of
the spectrum with differing intensities. Four of these peaks fell in the range of 4.9 – 5.25
ppm indicating alpha anomeric configurations while the fifth came at 4.5 ppm which
suggests beta. This data indicates a minimum of five unique sugar units present in the
sample. The irregular shape of some of the peaks suggests overlap of multiple anomeric
signals which would increase the number of monosaccharides beyond five and this would
be confirmed with HSQC analysis. The ring proton region (3.3 – 4.3 ppm) shows strong
and heavily overlapping signals which is not surprising considering the sample contains
upwards of seven different closely related monosaccharide units (based on linkage
analysis). This congestion in the ring region makes it impossible to assign resonances to
specific protons with this 1-D experiment and 2-D experiments would have to be done for
more complete assignment. There is also a strong peak in the sample at 2.05 ppm
indicating the presence of an acetyl group in the mixture.
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Acetyl
α

β

Figure 32. 1H Proton NMR of the acid purified broth preparation. Four alpha and one
beta anomeric signals are visible. Ring region is well defined but heavily overlapping.
Peak at 2.05 ppm indicates an acetyl group in the sample.

Ring region

Figure 33. 13C HSQC of the acid purified broth preparation. Six strong anomeric
signals were detected labelled A through F. Only the most concentrated spin systems
were able to have carbon assignments made from the ring region.
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The 2-dimensional

13

C HSQC experiment was conducted to first confirm the

number of sugar units in the sample based on the crosspeaks present in the anomeric
region, and second to ultimately assign carbon resonances to the sugars. Figure 33 shows
the anomeric and ring regions of the HSQC experiment performed on the acid purified
broth polysaccharide sample. The anomeric region shows the presence of six major
crosspeaks labelled A through F. The intensity of an NMR crosspeak in this type of
experiment reflects the concentration of the involved atoms in the sample. It is not
surprising that there is a range of crosspeak intensities in this HSQC since the peaks from
the linkage analysis are not of uniform height or area. The proton shifts of these anomeric
signals provide a solid starting position to begin assignment of all the proton and carbon
resonances in the sample.
The 1H-1H COSY spectrum, when viewed with an intensity where all six H1-H2
crosspeaks were visible, proved to be just as complex and congested in the ring region as
the 1-D proton experiment (Fig. 34, top). Due to this, complete assignment for all the
sugar spin systems was impossible for the units of lesser concentration. When the
spectrum was viewed in a way such that only the most intense peaks were visible, more
assignments could be made. This technique only resulted in the proton chemical shift
assignments to the most concentrated units, and even then was not totally complete.
Figure 34, bottom, shows the same COSY spectrum with only the most intense spin
system (B) visible. All six protons for unit B were able to be assigned by this method.
Less and less assignments were able to be made as the units of decreasing concentration
were analyzed (Table 3).
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H1

H2

H6* H3 H5

H4

Figure 34. 1H – 1H COSY of the acid purified preparation. Top, the spectrum is
extremely complex when viewed from a level where all six spin systems are visible and
complete proton assignment is impossible. Bottom, when only the most concentrated
system is visible (B), complete proton assignment was possible as indicated by the solid
lines. *Both protons on C6 were assigned.
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Once the proton assignments were made, carbon resonances were able to be
assigned to these same systems using the HSQC data. Like the COSY spectrum, the ring
region of the HSQC was also extremely congested and complete assignment of all
carbons was impossible. Using the proton chemical shifts from the COSY experiment
carbon resonances were able to be assigned to many of the systems though the same
concentration limitations applied. These carbon assignments can be found in table 3.

Table 3. Proton and carbon resonance assignments made during COSY and HSQC
analysis. (-) Indicates unassignable resonance. All resonances in ppm.
Unit
A
B
C
D
E
F

H1/C1

H2/C2

H3/C3

H4/C4

H5/C5

H6/C6

5.13 / 98.05
5.05 / 102.12
5.06 / 107.55
5.22 / 100.53
4.92 / 99.33
4.47 / 104.55

4.05 / 78.58
4.08 / 69.87
4.14 / 80.94
4.11 / 4.00 / 69.80
3.52 / 68.91

3.94 / 70.11
3.82 / 70.47
4.07 / 76.65
-/-/3.62 / 72.52

3.83 / 70.45
3.67 / 66.63
-/-/-/4.06 / 76.76

3.62 / 72.50
3.73 / 60.92
-/-/-/-/-

3.80 / 70.92
3.78, 3.85 / -/-/-/-/-

In order to assign identities to the spin systems and ultimately sequence the
polysaccharides, the 2-dimensional

13

C HMBC and 1H-1H NOESY NMR experiments

were performed for insight into the connectivity of the monomers.
Due to the nature of the acid purified sample still being of a relatively weak
concentration, the resulting signals of the HMBC experiment were very weak despite
running an abnormally high number of scans during acquisition (Fig. 35). Though not
being able to see many multiple bond cross peaks, those that did display gave key insight
into the connectivity and identity of some of the units.
Focusing on the HMBC crosspeaks involved in residue A, we can see that its H1
is linked to its own C6. While this signal could be viewed as a coupling through the
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H1A – C6A

H1B – C2B

H1B – C2A

Figure 35. 13C HMBC of the acid purified broth preparation. Only three useful crosspeaks
were generated by this experiment as indicated on the spectrum.
system’s own ring, this is unlikely due to the lack of other similar signals in the other
systems, and the relatively high intensity of the crosspeak. More likely, this H1-C6
crosspeak indicates that the sugar is connected to another of the same units via an α-1→6
glycosidic bond. This makes residue A a candidate to be the 2,6-mannose unit comprising
a 6-linked backbone of the mannan structure. Another key cross peak involved in this
system is the H 5.05 – C 78.58 which shows a through bond link between C2 of residue
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A to H1 of residue B. This indicates an α-1→2 glycosidic bond between position 1 of
unit B to position 2 of unit A. With unit A being linked at both its 2 and 6 positions, we
can identify this sugar as 2,6-mannose.
Looking deeper into the connectivity involved in Unit B we observe a strong
crosspeak between its own H1 and C2. Like the H1 – C6 cross peak of unit A, this signal
could be an intramolecular coupling through the molecule’s own ring. Again, this is
unlikely due to the strength of the signal. While this spin system does show some
intramolecular coupling, this is only because all the associated NMR signals of unit B
have a higher intensity indicating a higher concentration of this system relative to the
other sugar monomers. The H1 – C2 crosspeak is much more intense than the others.
This crosspeak is expected to be a signal indicating the connectivity of two sugars of unit
B linked via an α-1→2 glycosidic bond. Since unit B appears to be bound to both its own
position 2 and unit A’s position 2 from its C1, this makes it a prime candidate for the
linear 2-linked mannose unit. Also, due to the two different linkages observed with this
monomer, it is suggested that there are at least two units of 2-mannose in the repeat that
branch off the 6-linked backbone. This is also consistent with the fact that 2-linked
mannose is the most abundant species in the linkage analysis, and that its NMR signals
are the most intense. The HMBC results from these two sugar spin systems support a
structure of the mannan with a 6-linked backbone and 2-linked branches. The HMBC
data was only able to confirm the structural relationship between the 2-linked and 2,6linked mannose due to these two being the only spin systems which were fully assigned
and the most concentrated. The other sugar units in the sample were of a concentration
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too weak to be assigned resonances compared to the mannose units, and too weak to even
appear on the HMBC.
The 2-D NOESY experiment was performed in order to possibly provide insight
into the polysaccharide structure that the other NMR experiments could not. Unlike the
other 2-D NMR experiments, the intensity of a NOESY crosspeak indicates the proximity
of those two atoms rather than the concentration. Therefor these results could provide
information from other sugars than the two strong mannose signals. Figure 36 shows the
NOESY spectrum of the acid purified polysaccharide sample. While overall this
spectrum is equally as complicated as the COSY, there are a few key crosspeaks that
provide additional information.
Like the other NMR experiments, however, the NOESY mostly served to confirm
the structure of the mannan. We see that there is an NOE between H1A and H6A
suggesting the 6-linked backbone. H1A forms an NOE crosspeak with its own H2 which
is not surprising considering they are bound to adjacent carbons and the mannose residue
is in the alpha configuration. There is also a weak crosspeak between H1A and H5A.
While it is unlikely that this is an intramolecular NOE due to the distance between these
protons in a ring, it is possible that this signal forms due to the way the polysaccharide
folds in 3-dimensional space. The major crosspeaks involving unit B are those of H1B to
H2A showing the connectivity between sugars A and B at the 2-position, and H1B to H2B
showing the connectivity between sugar B and another of itself.
Aside from the mannose signals from the NOESY spectrum, the only other signal
that could clearly be assigned to a non-mannan sugar was the crosspeak between H1D and
H2C. Since the 2-mannose is the only 2-linked species present, this crosspeak only
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H1A – H5A

H1A – H6A

H1A – H2A

H1D – H2C

H1B – H2A

H1B – H2B

Figure 36. 1H – 1H NOESY of the acid purified preparation. Crosspeaks generated by
this experiment help confirm the structure of the mannan component of the sample.

indicates that the sugars C and D are spatially close to one another and possibly in the
same polysaccharide.
4.2.3 – Acetolysis
In an attempt to remove the mannan structure and simplify the polysaccharide
mixture for EPS characterization, the acetolysis reaction was undertaken to preferentially
cleave the 1→6-glycosidic bonds between mannose units along its backbone. Once these
backbone bonds have been broken, the mannan will become a mixture of
oligosaccharides comprised of only the one backbone monomer and branch. Many of
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these will be small enough to escape during the 2000 Da cut-off dialysis at the end of the
reaction. Ideally, only the 1→6 glycosidic bonds are affected by this reaction and all
others remain intact. The final acetolysis products are fully acetylated, but this does not
affect linkage analysis since the NaOH treatment in the early stage of the PMAA
derivation will deacetylate the molecules prior to methylation of the free hydroxyls.
The resulting linkage analysis of the acetolysis products showed no substantial
mannose units present in the sample (Fig. 37). Remaining mannose units could be
attributed to unreacted polysaccharide or long branching structures. This shows that the
degradation of the mannan was successful and it confirms that the mannan was a 6-linked
backbone structure.

Figure 37. Linkage analysis of the acetolysis products of the broth preparation. Large
reduction of all peaks except the 4-linked glucose indicate the acetolysis cleaved the 6linked backbone of the mannan structure. Survival of the 4-linked peaks indicate a polymer
in the sample composed solely of 4-linked glucose. *Contaminant peak introduced during
the GC-MS injection procedure
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Unfortunately several of the other non-mannose units were also lost during the
acetolysis reaction. Terminal and 3-linked galactose units are both reduced to low
amounts in the products and these are considered to be potential components of the EPS
structure.
Interestingly, the survival of the 4-linked glucose unit in the acetolysis products
after the dialysis suggests that there is a polysaccharide component of this broth
preparation sample which is made up of a backbone of 4-linked glucose units and these
are highly resistant to the acetolysis reaction. Since no branch point was detected in the
analysis of the acetolysis products, and no 4,6-branched unit was present in the initial
sample, this suggests that the 4-linked glucose polymer is its own entity in the sample and
the number of polysaccharides present in the broth mixture is upwards of three; the
mannan, the EPS, and the 4-linked glucan.
NMR analysis on the acetolysis products revealed that the polysaccharide
concentration in the sample was extremely weak and 2-dimensional experiments yielded
no useful results. The 1-D proton experiment (Fig. 38) did show the presence of some
small peaks in the β-anomeric region but without an anomeric crosspeak from the 2-D
experiments, the anomeric configuration cannot be confirmed.

β

Figure 38. 1H Proton NMR of the acetolysis products of the broth preparation.
Characteristic carbohydrate peaks are very weak including a signal detected in the beta
anomeric region.
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4.2.4 – Absolute Configuration
The chiral glycoside experiment was performed on the broth sample to solve the
absolute configurations of the monomers. Like the other experiments, the best results
were found only for the mannose due to its high abundance. Figure 39 shows the GC
spectra of both the R-butanol polysaccharide sample and the D-R-mannose standard. The
peak patterns match indicating that the mannose units present in the sample are of the Dconfiguration.

R-D-Mannose Standard

Figure 39. Absolute configuration determination of the mannose units. Top, GC profile of
the R-D-mannose standard. Bottom, GC profile of the R-chiral glycosides of the broth
preparation. Mannose peaks match indicating the sample mannose if in the D-configuration.
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4.2.5 – The Final Mannan Structure
Aside from the three major mannose units and the three units that are certainly not
mannose, there is also the 6-linked linear hexose unit to consider. While the linkage
analysis cannot distinguish between 6-linked mannose and glucose, by adding the
abundances of the mannose, glucose and galactose units together and comparing these
ratios to the composition data, it is suggested that the 6-linked unit is also mannose. It is
possible that along the 6-linked backbone of the mannan, some of the units do not possess
a branch and are linear. Due to the abundance data of the 6-linked unit relative to the
other mannoses always being the lowest, the indications are that if this unit is
incorporated into the mannan structure, it is done so less often along the backbone than
the 2,6-branched unit.
Another point to consider is the slight abundance discrepancy between the 2,6branch unit and the terminal mannose. With there always being a higher amount of the
branched unit versus the terminal, this suggests that sometimes the branch is capped with
a molecule that is not terminal mannose. One explanation for this is that some of the
branches are in fact terminated by galactose units. Similar mannan structures reported
from different organisms are suggested to sometimes have galactose residues at the end
of the branches [75]. This would also explain the high abundance of terminal galactose in
the samples with seemingly no branch point for it to stem off of.
Full analysis of the broth preparation sample yielded information about two
polysaccharides present in the sample. The mannan component of this sample which was
the major polysaccharide present was fully characterized and this structure can be seen in
figure 40, top. In addition to the mannan structure, the acetolysis reaction indicates the
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presence of a glucose polymer composed of 4-linked units. Written representation of this
structure can be seen in figure 40, bottom.
Gal-(1Man-(1-

[ →4)-Glc-(1→4)-Glc-(1→4)-Glc-(1→ ]n
Figure 40. Final characterized structures of the mannan and glucan polymers. Top, the
mannan backbone is composed of 6-linked mannose units with frequent 2-linked branches
off the 2-positions. Branches can be capped with either terminal mannose or galactose as
indicated. R-groups indicate attachment to other similar repeat units. Bottom, written
representation of the 4-linked glucan polymer present in the sample as indicated by the
acetolysis reaction.
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4.3 – The Milk Preparation and the Exopolysaccharide
With the mannose polymer characterized and no further useful information being
gained from the broth preparation sample, the research returned to the milk preparation in
pursuit of the exopolysaccharide structure.
Composition and linkage analysis of the crude milk preparation material showed
similar species present as in the broth preparation but at differing abundances (Fig. 25,
26). First point to note is the greatly decreased mannose content. With the mannose
structure solved and the likelihood that its presence is a remnant of the growth medium, if
could be possible that the mannose content is a constant between the two preparations. If
this is true, then the L. lactis cells that were adapted for growth in milk are indeed
producing greatly different polysaccharide content relative to the mannan when compared
to the broth preparation. The milk preparation contains an increased abundance of
rhamnose, glucose and galactose, all of which have been reported as components of
previously characterized EPS molecules of other L. lactis species [26, 27]. Linkage
analysis of the crude material shows the major units in this sample are the terminal
galactose and the 4-linked glucose. Interestingly, no substantial rhamnose unit was found
in this linkage analysis despite its abundance being comparable to mannose (whose units
are seen).

4.3.1 – SEC Analysis
To further purify the milk preparation polysaccharides, they were passed through
the same SEC column as the broth sample. Like the broth sample, the earliest fractions
containing similar material were re-combined for a more concentrated sample for further
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analysis. Unlike the broth preparation, the milk sample did show distinct differences in
composition before and after SEC. The milk sample loses both galactose and rhamnose
during the column chromatography relative to the other sugars (Fig. 41).

Figure 41. Monosaccharide composition of the milk preparation after SEC. Compared
to the crude material (Fig. 25), rhamnose and galactose levels drop.

In addition to the loss of rhamnose and galactose during column chromatography,
31

P NMR of the sample before and after SEC show the elimination of phosphate (0 ppm)

from the high molecular weight polymer mixture (Fig. 42). This data suggests that the
missing rhamnose, galactose and phosphate are either part of smaller molecules which
are separated from the main polysaccharides during the SEC, or that they are part of the
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insoluble portion of the mixture which would not have passed through the column.
Phosphate can serve as a linkage site for monosaccharides and it’s possible that the
missing sugars and phosphate are part of the same molecule.

Figure 42. Phosphorus NMR analysis of the milk preparation before (top) and after
(bottom) SEC. Phosphate (0 ppm) is separated from the main polysaccharide mixture
during SEC.
4.3.2 – Centrifugation and Analysis
Due to the poor solubility of the milk preparation sample, an experiment
performed on it was simple centrifugation to separate the components. The crude
polysaccharide mixture was initially very poorly soluble. After centrifugation,
lyophilisation of the supernatant, which showed no undissolved material, yielded
approximately 75% recovery of the initial mass. The precipitate, now extremely insoluble
contained the remaining 25%. Composition and linkage analysis of these two samples
can be seen in figures 43 and 44. The major difference between these two samples is the
rhamnose content. The supernatant has slightly decreased rhamnose content while the
precipitate’s is greatly increased. Linkage analysis of the supernatant yields a similar
pattern to the crude material showing the highest abundant units as the terminal galactose
and 4-linked glucose, with the glucose unit being the highest abundance.
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Figure 43. Composition and linkage analysis of the milk preparation supernatant
material. Rhamnose content decreases but the other species remain similar to
the crude material. *Contaminant peak
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Figure 44. Composition and linkage analysis of the milk preparation precipitated
material. Rhamnose content greatly increases and the 2- and 2,3-linked rhamnose
species are discovered. *Contaminant peak.
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-2,3)-Rha-(1-

-COCH2

-AcOH

-2)-Rha-(1-

-AcOH
-COCH2

Figure 45. Mass spectrometric fragmentation patterns for the 2,3-linked rhamnose (top)
and 2-linked rhamnose (bottom). Top, the 202 m/z secondary ion can further fragment
losing a ketene and methanol (m/z 42 and 32, respectively) to become the m/z 128
secondary ion.
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The composition of the precipitate material is very different. The largest peak in
this linkage analysis of this material (Fig. 44) is what seems to be 2,3-linked rhamnose
based on the MS fragmentation (Fig. 45, top). There is also a peak indicating a unit of 2linked rhamnose (Fig. 45, bottom). Also, unlike the other milk preparation samples, this
one has terminal galactose with a higher abundance than 4-linked glucose. The acetolysis
reaction performed on the broth material has already indicated that the 4-linked glucose
could be its own polymer independent of the other sugars. These findings suggest a
possible polysaccharide containing galactose and rhamnose and that this polysaccharide
is potentially the cause of the poor water solubility. The data indicates two major possible
structures using the three units (terminal galactose, 2-linked rhamnose and 2,3-linked
rhamnose). One is a backbone of 2-linked rhamnose with branching at the 3-position. The
branches contain terminal galactose. The other is a backbone of 3-linked rhamnose with
branches of 2-linked and terminal at every unit. Due to the higher abundance of the
branching rhamnose unit than terminal galactose, this suggests that some branches
contain something other than polysaccharide material. Figure 46 shows the written
representation of each of these potential structures. This type of polysaccharide being
water insoluble and containing these sugars is also a plausible explanation for the
decrease in rhamnose and galactose content after SEC. The insoluble material would not
pass through the column. It is also possible that the phosphate that is separated out during
SEC is part of this structure and would occupy the vacant branch sites. In addition to
phosphate, these extra branch sites could contain other non-sugar molecules or even milk
proteins that interact with the polysaccharide. The lack of material and its poor solubility
made checking for phosphate via NMR and any other 1- and 2-dimensional experiments
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impossible. This polysaccharide, being made up of galactose and rhamnose and
possessing water retention qualities and poor solubility is a prime candidate to be the
exopolysaccharide produced by L. lactis subsp. cremoris JFR1.

Gal-(1

R

3
3
[ →2)-Rha-(1→2)-Rha-(1→2)-Rha-(1→ ]n

Gal-(1
2
Rha-(1

R

R = Gal-(1-,
Phosphate,
milk protein,
other

2
2
[ →3)-Rha-(1→3)-Rha-(1→ ]n
Figure 46. Potential exopolysaccharide structures made from rhamnose and galactose
units. Top, 2-linked backbone with branches at the 3-position. Bottom, 3-linked
backbone branching off the 2-position.

One problem with this proposed rhamnose-containing polysaccharide is the lack
of rhamnose in the linkage analyses of the other milk preparation samples. Even though
the rhamnose content is much lower in the other samples compared to the precipitate
material, there should still be some indication of the 2-linked and 2,3-linked units. After
discovering these units, looking back at the other spectra, some very small peaks
indicating the 2,3-linked unit are found but nothing for the 2-linked. Understanding this
phenomenon and resolving the rhamnose polysaccharide structure requires many more
experiments which would go far beyond the timeline of this project.
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4.4 – Conclusions and Future Directions
Between the two L. lactis polysaccharide mixtures analyzed, data indicates the
presence of three unique carbohydrate polymers. The first is the mannan whose fully
characterized structure can be seen in figure 40. This structure was solved primarily
through NMR experiments once the linkage species were known. Once many of the
carbon and proton chemical shifts were assigned, the HMBC and NOESY experiments
were able to characterize 6-linked backbone structure and the 2-linked branches. The
elimination of this polysaccharide during acetolysis serves to confirm this structure. This
polymer is the major component of the broth preparation sample and could be a
contaminant left over from the M17 growth medium. It is possible, however, that this
polysaccharide is produced by L. lactis, and further investigation is required to settle this
dispute and determine this molecule’s function to the bacteria.
The second polysaccharide is the 4-linked glucose polymer. This polymer could
be cellulose or some other polysaccharide that is either produced by the bacteria or
accidentally added as a contaminant. Its regular presence and consistent levels across all
the samples makes the idea of it being a contaminant unlikely and it is possibly an EPS
polymer (Fig. 40). A stronger sample is needed to get reliable NMR results regarding the
anomeric configuration of the glucan.
The third polysaccharide is the rhamnose and galactose containing polymer whose
possible structures are seen in figure 46. This structure is implicated to be the reason for
the poor solubility of the milk sample and it possibly contains phosphate or other
molecules at the extra branch sites. The poor solubility is also a quality of EPS
molecules. These molecules retain water and act as thickening agents.
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Using the mannan as a standard between the two samples it can be seen that the L.
lactis organisms that were adapted for growth in milk produce much more of the glucose
and rhamnose polymers than the broth preparation bacteria. This is excellent evidence
that the differing growth conditions for these organisms affects the polysaccharide
production. Both the rhamnose and glucose polysaccharides are candidates to be the
bacteria’s exopolysaccharide with the rhamnose polymer being the frontrunner due to
composition similarities with other previously characterized L. lactis EPS [26, 27, 76,
77]. It is possible that both these molecules are EPSs produced by L. lactis subsp.
cremoris JFR1. It has been reported before that some lactic acid bacteria produce
multiple EPS molecules [76] with some containing rhamnose, galactose, glucose and
phosphate [50, 77].
As previously mentioned, there are still many mysteries that need to be solved to
completely characterize the structure of the exopolysaccharide. These will require many
future experiments. The lack of rhamnose in many of the linkage analyses needs to be
understood. The rhamnose may be there and only masked by other species or altered
during analysis. NMR experiments would benefit the analysis of the rhamnose polymer
but an altered sample preparation method will be needed due to the material’s poor water
solubility. These NMR experiments would provide insight into the connectivity and
sequence of the monosaccharides, the identity of the unit linked to the extra branch sites,
as well as the anomeric configurations of the monosaccharides. In addition to the NMR
experiments, chemical degradations such as the Smith degradation could be useful to
determine the backbone composition of the polysaccharide and decide between the two
proposed structures. Finally, the absolute configuration of the rhamnose and galactose
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monomers (usually L and D, respectively, in nature) could be confirmed by the creation
of chiral glycosides.
The

most

important

findings

of

this

project

are

the

two

possible

exopolysaccharide structures created by the L. lactis subsp. cremoris JFR1. These are the
4-linked glucan (Fig. 40) and the proposed rhamnose polymers (Fig. 46). The EPS for
this strain has not been previously characterized and is of great interest to our
collaborators and the dairy industry for its texturizing qualities in food products.
Additionally, the differing expression of these polysaccharides between the two
preparations (based on the mannan content) proves that adapting the bacteria for growth
in milk greatly increases the production of these EPS molecules.
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Chapter 5: Results and discussion: Candida albicans Hyphal Glucan; Structure and
Vaccine Development
The first finding in the pursuit of the C. albicans hyphal glucan structure was the
knowledge that the standard method for harvesting these polysaccharides from the
organisms [55, 56, 57] resulted in damage to the molecule’s native structure. A new
method for isolating and extracting the hyphal glucans was developed by our
collaborators using less harsh reagents in order to isolate and extract these
polysaccharides while keeping structural damage to a minimum.
5.1 – Composition Analysis
To begin the analysis of the C. albicans polysaccharide material a
monosaccharide composition analysis was first performed. Initially, samples of both the
yeast and hyphae glucans were sent to us from ETSU. Figure 47 shows the composition
analysis of the hyphae glucan. As expected, the hyphae polysaccharide sample is made of
predominantly glucose, and the yeast glucan sample showed the same (data not shown).
This glucose represents the β-glucans which are the major component of the samples. In
addition to the glucose, there are trace amounts of mannose and N-acetylglucosamine
present in both samples. These are remnants of the cell wall mannans and chitin
respectively.

5.2 – Linkage Analysis
Linkage analysis was performed on both samples. The yeast sample, however,
became heavily contaminated during the linkage analysis and the results provided no
useful information. Since the focus of the project was on the hyphal glucan, this
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experiment was not repeated. Based on the accepted structure of the yeast β-glucan, the
expected linkage analysis should have shown a large 3-linked glucose peak indicating the
long backbone structure, small amounts of terminal, 6-linked and 3,6-linked glucose
representing the short, infrequent branches [55].
The linkage analysis of the hyphae glucan material shows the beginnings of the
major structural differences between it and the yeast polysaccharide (Fig. 48). The first
difference is the increased abundance of the 6-linked unit. The 6-linked unit is more
abundant than the 3-linked and this indicates either more frequent branches, or longer
ones. The 3,6-glucose still serves as the branch point, and terminal glucose still caps

Figure 47. Monosaccharide composition analysis of the C. albicans hyphae glucan
material. Predominantly glucose with trace amounts of mannose from the cell wall
mannans, and N-acetylglucosamine from cell wall chitin.
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these branches. An exciting discovery upon the analysis of this hyphae glucan sample
was the 2,3-linked glucose. This is a unit that has not been previously reported. The
presence of this unit indicates a second branch point coming off the 2-position of some 3linked monomers along the polysaccharide. It is important to note that the combined
abundances of the 2,3- and 3,6-linked units is much greater than the terminal glucose.
This suggests that some of the branches coming off this polysaccharide are not
terminated with a glucose unit. While there is often some slight discrepancy between the
abundance of branch points and terminal units, this difference is very large and strongly
suggests the presence of non-carbohydrate material linked to the polymer, most likely at
the 2-position.

Figure 48. Linkage analysis of the C. albicans hyphae glucan material. Numbers indicate
relative abundances of the species. Large 6-linked peak indicates longer or frequent branches.
Large abundance of the 2,3-linked unit especially compared to the terminal glucose unit
suggests a non-sugar component attached to the polysaccharide.
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5.3 – Smith Degradation
The Smith degradation (section 3.6) is a useful experiment to selectively
degrade monosaccharides that contain vicinal diols. This technique is useful once a
linkage analysis is complete and an idea of the potential polysaccharide structure is
forming. It is particularity useful in determining the difference between branches in the
polysaccharide and the backbone, and can be used to aid in sequencing.
This experiment cannot always be used, however. Since the oxidation relies on
the presence of vicinal diols, the polysaccharide must contain units that are both subject
and resistant to the oxidation in order to observe a difference in their behaviour. If all
units are susceptible to the oxidation, the entire sample will degrade. Inversely, if all units
are resistant, the experiment will do nothing. This is why linkage data must be available
before considering the usefulness of a smith degradation. Some examples of susceptible
and resistant monomers can be seen in figure 49.

-3)-Glc-(1-

-6)-Glc-(1-

Glc-(1-

Figure 49. Some examples of resistant and susceptible sugars to the Smith degradation.
3-Linked glucose contains no vicinal diols and is therefore resistant. Both 6-linked and
terminal glucose would be destroyed in the smith degradation
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The similarities between the yeast and hyphae glucans suggest that both
polysaccharides are composed of 3-linked backbones with 6-linked branches. This has
been proven before for the yeast glucan [55]. To confirm that this is also the backbone
and branch structure of the hyphae glucan, the Smith degradation was performed on this
sample. If the backbone structure of this glucan is composed of 3-linked units which do
not possess vicinal diols and are resistant to the periodate oxidation (Fig. 49), then the
Smith degradation and subsequent mild acid hydrolysis should only degrade and cleave
off the 6-linked branches. If this is the case, the resulting Smith degradation product after
dialysis should be simply the long 3-linked backbone with no branches.
Figure 50 shows the GC profile of the linkage analysis of the Smith degradation
product along with the parent hyphae glucan for comparison. The 6-linked, 3,6-linked
and terminal glucose units are destroyed. The 3-linked units survive and their abundance
actually increases since the cleaving of the branches converts the former 3,6-branch units
into linear 3-linked units. Interestingly, the survival of the 2,3-linked branching unit
suggests that whatever is linked to the 2-position of that sugar is resistant to the periodate
oxidation. With no substantial terminal glucoses present, the unit occupying the 2position of these branches is almost certainly not a carbohydrate. Even if before the
oxidation there was a chain of resistant 3-linked units capped with a terminal glucose
attached here, the oxidation would destroy the terminal unit at the end of the chain and
once it is removed, the next unit in line would become a new terminal glucose which
would appear on the linkage analysis. If there were branches of 3-linked units at this 2position, they would have to be very long in order to dwarf the abundance of the terminal
units as seen in the resulting linkage analysis.
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Figure 50. GC profile of the linkage analysis of the Smith degradation product (top)
compared to the unaltered hyphae material (bottom). The terminal, 6-linked, and 3,6linked units are destroyed. Surviving 3-linked glucose indicates a backbone of these
monomers. Survival of the 2,3-linked units with no branch point strongly suggests the
presence of an non-sugar group linked to the polysaccharide

A small sample of the Smith degradation products were subjected to MALDITOF MS analysis to get an idea of molecular mass of the polysaccharide. The resulting
MS information shows a peak of average size 6670 m/z (Fig. 51). Assuming this Smith
degradation product is only made up of the 3-linked, 2,3-linked and former 3,6-linked
units, I used the abundance ratios from the native glucan linkage analysis to calculate that
the full sized polysaccharide would have a mass of approximately 12000 Da. After
consulting with our collaborators at ETSU, it was determined that this is much smaller
than the expected mass of over 105 Da (as determined by light scattering experiments)
and is likely either some kind of contaminant/impurity molecule or a fragment of the
larger full sized polysaccharide which was broken up during ionization.
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Figure 51. MALDI MS spectrum of the Smith Degradation product. Based on this
peak, abundance data suggests that the native hyphae glucan would have a mass of
approximately 12000 Da. This is very small for this type of polymer and is likely a
fragment or contaminant.
5.4 – NMR studies
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on the hyphal glucan were carried out by our
collaborators at ETSU. In comparison to the yeast β-glucan whose previously studied
structure indicated an average side chain branch length of 4.7 units and a branching
frequency of once every 21 backbone units [56], the hyphal glucan showed side chain
lengths of 13.9 units branching every 12.5 backbone units. This shows that the hyphae
glucans have 6-linked branches that are on average three times longer and occurring
twice as often on the polysaccharide compared to the yeast. This data is consistent with
the large abundance of the 6-linked units found in the linkage analysis of the hyphae
sample.
In addition to the determination of the side chain lengths and branching
frequency, the NMR data contained no evidence for resonances assignable to the nonreducing terminus and second from reducing terminus of the 3-linked backbone when
compared to HSQC data from linear and cyclic glucans. These observations are
consistent with data from cyclic β-1→3 glucans such as that from Basidiomycete
Phanerochaete chrysosporium [78]. This indicates that the C. albicans hyphal glucan’s
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backbone makes up a massive cyclic structure. This is another novel discovery for this
polysaccharide structure.
5.5 – Immunogenicity studies
In concert with the structural characterization of the C. albicans hyphal glucan,
these carbohydrates were subjected to several immunological tests to compare their
stimulating effects to the yeast glucans.
In comparison to the yeast glucans, the hyphal polysaccharide was able to
stimulate strong pro-inflammatory cytokine production from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs). This same increased response was observed when human
macrophages were treated with the hyphae glucan compared to the yeast. In addition to
the pro-inflammatory cytokines produced by these macrophages, the production of IL-1β
was examined. While both the yeast and hyphal glucans were able to stimulate the
increased intracellular expression of IL-1β, only the hyphal glucan stimulated cells would
release the bioactive IL-1β to the extracellular medium. All of these results indicate a
strong immune response generated by the hyphae glucans compared to the yeast
structure.

5.6 – Final Hyphal Glucan Structure.
The results of the GC-MS experiments, chemical degradation, and NMR studies
suggest a structure of the C. albicans hyphae β-glucan which is composed of a cyclical 3linked glucose backbone with long and frequent branches of 6-linked units. Additionally,
a new linkage site was discovered at the 2-position of some backbone monomers and the
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species present at this site is likely a non-sugar moiety. Figure 52 shows a small scale
version of this structure with various potential species linked at the 2-position.

Carbohydrate
Protein
Lipid

Phosphate

Figure 52. Schematic of the cyclic C. albicans hyphae β-glucan. 3-Linked glucose
backbone with 6-linked branches. Possible species substituted at the 2-positions of the
newly discovered 2,3-linked branch sites are indicated.
5.7 – Protein Conjugation and Vaccine Development
Once the hyphae glucan carbohydrate structure had been characterized, this
project was taken one step further in an attempt to develop a carbohydrate-based vaccine
utilizing this structure as the polysaccharide source. The increased immunogenicity of the
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hyphae glucan combined with its location on the organism and the hyphae structure’s role
in pathogenesis make this an ideal candidate for a glycoconjugate vaccine.
Due to the structure of the hyphae glucan, the TEMPO oxidation and ECD
coupling reactions were selected as the strategy to create the glycoconjugates. Initially,
most of the hyphae glucan material had been used up during the analysis of the structure
and there was not enough to proceed with the conjugation. While awaiting the arrival of
new hyphae glucan samples, the conjugation of the C. albicans yeast β-glucan and cell
wall mannan went forward. These samples were sent from our collaborators to be tested
as potential vaccine candidates along with the newly characterized hyphae samples.
Interestingly, the linkage analysis of the C. albicans cell wall mannan (Fig. 53)
shows similar species present as those characterized for the mannan polysaccharide found
in the L. lactis broth preparation (Chapter 4). This lends further evidence to the fact that
the mannan structure found in the L. lactis samples may be a remnant of the yeast extract
from the bacterial growth medium.
The C. albicans yeast glucan and mannan were both subjected to the full TEMPO
oxidation reaction. Figure 54 shows the linkage analyses of these products. In the glucan
sample, the only major surviving peak is the 6-linked glucose unit suggesting successful
oxidation. Due to all of its primary alcohol groups being occupied in linkages, this
structure is resistant to the TEMPO oxidation. The mannan structure is radically altered
after the TEMPO oxidation with only the small amount of the initial 6-linked unit still
present. The disappearance of the 2,6-linked unit, which should have survived, suggests
drastic alteration to the mannan structure during oxidation.
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Figure 53. Linkage analysis of the C. albicans cell wall mannan.

The activated polysaccharides were then conjugated to the carrier protein CRM197
via EDC coupling. To test the success of this conjugation, the newly formed
glycoconjugates were run on a SDS-PAGE. Figure 55 shows the resulting gels. The
glycoconjugate in each case did not go into solution or enter the gel. The stained protein
band stays in the starting well. The polysaccharides were never particularly soluble in
aqueous solutions and neither were the conjugates. These results do, however, still
indicate some measure of success regarding the conjugation. The CRM197 protein is
soluble and will enter the gel on its own as seen in lane 2. The fact that there is no band at
the 55 kDa mark showing unconjugated protein in any of the conjugate lanes suggests
that all the protein is bound to the polysaccharides whose poor solubility is keeping the
entire glycoconjugate out of the gel.
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Figure 54. Linkage analyses of the TEMPO oxidized C. albicans yeast glucan
(top) and cell wall mannan (bottom). Survival of primarily the 6-linked units
indicate successful oxidation. Mannan structure appears to have been heavily
altered during oxidation.
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Starting
well

Figure 55. SDS-PAGE of the C. albicans yeast glucan (top) and cell wall mannan
(bottom) glycoconjugates. From the left, lane 1, size ladder. Lane 2, unconjugated
CRM197. Lanes 3-7 glycoconjugates at varying dilution levels.
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To further confirm these results, the yeast mannan and glucan glycoconjugates
have been sent for MALDI-TOF MS to check the molecular mass. Any molecular mass
detected higher than the CRM197 protein alone (55 kDa) would indicate successful
conjugation as well. Like the gel assays, the MALDI analysis served to confirm the
conjugation by the lack of a signal indicating free protein. Knowing that there is certainly
protein present in the sample, the lack of the MALDI peak indicating free CRM197
indicates that protein is either being kept from ionizing by its complex with the
polysaccharide, or that the glycoconjugate is too large to be detected.
With the conjugation deemed a success, the glycoconjugates will be returned to
our collaborators at ETSU where their immunogenicity will be tested as well as their
ability to induce the TH-cell dependent antibody response.
When the new hyphae glucan sample arrived, it was immediately subjected to the
same TEMPO oxidation as the yeast mannan and glucans. The hyphae glucan, however,
was both fully and partially oxidized to test the effectiveness of each process. With the
two TEMPO oxidized samples in hand, they have been analyzed by GC-MS to determine
the success of the oxidation. Figure 56 shows the linkage analysis of the hyphal glucan
fully TEMPO oxidized sample. Unlike the yeast glucan and cell wall mannan, the hyphae
glucan shows only minor modification to the structure of the repeat unit. Terminal, 3linked, and 2,3-linked glucose levels drop slightly while the 6-linked and 3,6-linked units
remain intact. These results indicate that only some of the primary alcohol units were
oxidized and that the native structure of the carbohydrate epitope remains mostly intact.
The conjugation of the hyphae glucan samples has been put on hold until it is
known with certainty the measure of success of the yeast glucan and mannan
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glycoconjugates. The CRM197 protein is not a material that can be wasted and must be
used sparingly. The conjugation strategy is also being re-evaluated for the hyphae glucan
conjugates. Reductive amination is another conjugation method which uses aldehydes as
the active site for linking the polysaccharide to the protein and this, in addition to the
EDC coupling, are being considered for the hyphae glucan glycoconjugate synthesis. The
possibility of testing the effectiveness of the TEMPO oxidized material as immune
stimulants without conjugation due to the minor alteration to the structure during
oxidation is also being considered.

Figure 56. Linkage analysis of the fully TEMPO oxidized C. albicans hyphae glucan.
Levels of terminal, 3-linked and 2,3-linked glucose units containing primary alcohols
at C6 are reduced due to oxidation. 6-Linked and 3,6-linked units remain intact. Only
slight reduction in the levels of the oxidized units suggest only slight modification to
the repeat unit of the glucan.
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5.8 – Conclusions and Future Directions
The carbohydrate portion of the Candida albicans hyphae glucan structure has
been characterized. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time this has been done.
It has been previously shown, and confirmed during this study, that the hyphae structure
induces an increased immune response compared to the yeast glucans. Several unique
structural features have been identified as part of this polymer. The first of which is the
increased chain length and frequency of the 6-linked branches. The second is the 2,3branch point and the non-sugar species linked there. Finally, this structure shows
evidence of having a cyclic backbone. Any or all of these features could account for the
differential immune recognition between the hyphal and yeast glucans.
To check whether the long 6-linked branches are the cause of the immune
differences, these polymers could be isolated independently or synthesized and then
subjected to the same immunological experiments as the parent polysaccharide. If the
long 6-linked branches alone are the primary immune stimulating factor, then this
structure could be considered for a glycoconjugate vaccine by itself. Compared to other
biological carbohydrate repeat units, the synthesis of a 12-15 unit β-1→6 glucan is very
straightforward and plausible on an industrial scale. That would make the commercial
application of this type of vaccine possible.
The unknown unit linked to the 2-position branch points is also a potential cause
of the immune differences and the identity of this unit is being investigated by our
collaborators at ETSU. Right now, there are several theories as to the identity of this unit.
It could be an attachment point for the polysaccharide to the cell wall proteins or even
cell membrane lipids. Our collaborators also consider it a possibility that a phosphate
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group is present at this site. Another theory is that the entire polymer is not made of one
large cyclical structure, but many small ones which are linked to one another via these 2position linkages. Extensive further experiments are required to investigate any of these
possibilities.
As for the glycoconjugate vaccine development, the hyphae glucan samples have
been activated and are awaiting conjugation. Right now, until the definitive effectiveness
of the yeast glucan and mannan conjugates has been determined, the conjugation of the
hyphae samples has been put on hold before reagents are potentially wasted. The yeast
glucan and cell wall mannan conjugates will be sent for immunogenicity testing along
with the TEMPO oxidized hyphae sample. If those are successful in stimulating immune
responses, the hyphae samples will be conjugated to further boost these effects. With no
immediate future timeline for when these experiments and results will be available, this
project is being left in the capable hands of the Monteiro Research Group. These would
potentially be the first glycoconjugate vaccines using the highly immunogenic hyphae
glucan material harvested directly from the fungi. Also, the identification of the unique
structural features of this glucan allow for the possible development of glycoconjugates
based on small components of this polymer rather than the full molecule. These are
exciting prospects in the ongoing battle against the increasingly more common Candida
albicans fungal infections and an effective vaccine would render these infections a thing
of the past.
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